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Good Luck school shoes, .75, $1, 125
 Stories Picked Up By
Era Reporters.iientak
Males th. planter all the
kecner to Insyrcase the quantity atFitl
im vrove the quality of such 1)rod-
uct/4. Alvan. of this fact, we try to
procure the best of everything- in the
imph•ment lineto offer him. In grain
drills %% ha% e both the
and the
Tli y are in.ide hoth with and wit L-
out the firtil zer attachment. The
%.uperior is made with either d ses or
hoe for putting in the grain; the
'Empiro is mode ith the h
; i i f• hest dij.Is m ene3
(sly; utid. J wing to the variety in
eonstructian, they afford the" follow-
lowing line's of drills to scicet from:
A Disc Drill with Fertilizer attachment.
A Disc Drill without fertilizer attachment.
A Hose Drill with fertilizer attachment.
A Hose Drill without fertiiizer attachment.
Empire Make:
A Hoe Drill with fertilizer attachment:
A Hoe Drill without fertilizer attachment.
All) 'one ran he suitedip this large
Fresh Items Found at Some of the City'seer....
Married at the court-Mous-
Charlie T. Mayes and Mime M. S
Webster, a conutry couple from the
Flat Lick neighborliolel, were niarried
at the eourt-lienseThueselay of hat week.
J4144. Breethitt performed the ce•renamay
in a graceful manner.
•
Were Married Sunday.
Mr. Francis S17.1.1110te :Mil Miss .1,11-
Betyd, loth of whim, live in the Era
neighborhood, were joieed in matri-
limey Sunday. On -the same day, Mr.
R. II. Ilammonds and Miss M. A. White.
a North 'Christian couple, were mar-
ried. 1
The Conning Pair.
Secretary Galbreath is ri eeiving many
.ett Ti(a very day from proatiaent horee
inset and exhiloitore so•koig almout the
Clesistian county fair whieli will be he'd
on the eth. '.it ii and loth of next month.
The- meet will be interetting to every-
Loney.
Killing Nest:. Clarksville.
John NIchol,, all aged and 14,p-e.t.a:
white planter, w ho lived ucar Clarks-
ville, was slat twice and ulinnet instailt-
Irkilled by his ion, N. Is. Nichols, last
week. Taro manter,r Was captured
soon after the killi, g. all lie. in jail. A
fain i Iv quarrel is the repotted m
the nairtler.
A Bsvivalieetiur.
Rev'. I W. Strother is romlnetier a
,
protrarteli,meetieg RI We/4 UMW* Lill •
tit l'hueeh. Mar O.; area-. Ile is being
useisted tit the %%irk 1-y R. v. A. V.
Boone, 41 Clarksville„ 3ilum•11 iiitereet is
inaLlft•Aell. iii Iii r. s itch. and
large congri gationa are prel•c: t at all Of
the eci vice s:
0.er to. • of Chlatufarra.
Dr. T .1'. A.lies a well-r-rivi'n ('}:e.
tutu couety pliv iiciait v.- 1 e tiros to tle
Elmo neigh:mimes'. woo foned lii, im•
aeiousiii hi,. leurgy Thorsi:ay ii fli rssai
It was-feared tleit he wroe in a i
se'sy .matzitiae, het it was reatal .15.!
hit, r ter oh.•t he l,a41 taken an ov. 1. -aa•
Of • 1il014.'"enal.! 11•. iS iaphily re ef, eet: g
free:, the e et+ of the drens.
lii• Neck Broken.
Friday night nuileier of in n
were aali ep on ',leek laa:o4 ttinew I.
across tail, in 3 tobacco burn on tla.
farm of Peter Gowan, near .,Clarkst
where the tobateo crop was beieg tired.
Paul Jordon. a cropper. fell from his
heel, a distance of only two feet., to the
• while rteleep but iu curl. a snan-
ner that II is ii Vek w its broken.
Captured • Horst-Thief.
Marshal ItieLnein captured a co'.ois ii
ILL' f at t.lithii••
horse was stolen seta rid days ago frein
a firmer named Jenkins, who livess in
Cheatham county. Tenn. The negro
will be proseruti il for taking soden
props rtyiI,ti the St: t.• if Kentucky And
then 1-4 tumid to Ten IteaSee to illISNA 4.r to
u hinge of lairae.t.
The Lecture C..,urse.
The lecture course of Hopkins:vine
Lil rary Assiaiatimi will Mann on the
15th of thia month with a lecture by
Hon. H. W. J. Ham: the famous 4leer
eia oraoir. No Southern speakiilr jots
eater gained such an enviable n natation
on th • platferin. His 1,-e.ird is phetioni•
enol. There is Ma a man on the Ann•r-
ham continent who van crewil more lea -
own, patlare and eloquence into an hour
and a half talk them the Limon,. "Stud-
lygese r- Ham.
More Hard Luck.
Friday a cabin on the farm of Mr
James A. Radford, of The Avian, was
destroyed by foe. which war, canisal by
an explosion of gasoline with which a
negrese Was elualling a dna.. Ti..'
building had recently bees 4•reeted at a
rest of Several linudred dollars. It se'
riot insured. Mr. Radford is having
hard hick. This is the fourth tint. •in
tle last few mouths that h.•Ii-
property burned, and only wice has he
hail any iusuranee.
Will Be Paid Promptly.
The Auditor and Treasurer of ohm
State authonze the statement that jury-
men awl witneseee at the coming term
of Circuit Court and at futur, terms
shall' be paid promptly. They make
this statement so ti at the claims need
not be :odd n ignorance to claim Chat•
ers at a big discount as some have been
• . The old claims that accumulat-
ed prior to this administration will I as"
Ii, wait until Rome-thing is done for the
'relief of the Treasury.
A Wooden Wedding.
A large crowd of friend/mend relatives
Were present at the celebration of the
till Ii anniversary of the marriage of
Mr. and Wm. A. A. sYinfree, at Casky,
Ky., laid I.Veduesiday night. The rooms
were ,artistieally hang with designs
made of shavings from pine and Neter.
The souvenirs we-re small -wooded setup
ladies with bronze iolish. Following
the usual (eleven a second marriage
oiok place. The bride held iii her hand
a bunch of flowers Made from cedar
shavinga, and the groom wore a white
rolselind curved from pine. The first,
part of the evening passed very -pleas-
antly in na:rry coneersation, after which
the crowd repaired to the dining-roorne,
an elegant repast, consisting of
-eight 'courses, was served.
Deal let autos. persuade you to take-
anything else instead of Simmons Liver
Regulator, Some merchant* will try to
do this but not tor your goodm. They do
it to make a little more profit on pima--
thing which is of an inferior quality,
though you must pity just" as much for
the bad as for the good. Be sure to take
Simmons Liver Regulator and nothing
else. Look for the Red Z on every
, package.
—For sale by R. C. Hardwick
COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, 0 TOBER. 2, 1896.
ELOQUENCE TO BURN, MR. BRYAN IN BOSTON.
Representatives ofalIF-'arties , Greeted by a Thro g of 75,-
Speak Here. 000 Peop .
ree'nenf Faraerapits Concerning Polhcs of
This Sm-Sios. 
'Large.st Audience That Eder Ass en5!ed on a
Occasian.
THEY'RE 01F!
—Reeky Mountain News. • eampaign orator. Under the auspices
Mr John Feland, Jr , of this city, has
aelneved more than a local reputation as
of the Republican State Central Cont-i
TRIPS 'ROUND THECITYJRAGEDIES IN TRIGG• naittee he will milko a nuniber ofSpe,.e.hes in tipper Kmaitucky. The first
will be delivered at 54cIlleTS44 ill!.
:Trelt of this month. When the trip
through the bluegraes ends, he will make
Blood Spilled in the Goldoni" tnP
tional Republican Committee, and will
mapped out for him by the Na-
Pond Neighborhood. deliver the first of a series of addresses
An Elderly and Well Known Farmer the Vic-
tim of a Fatal Assault.
News has mat-heel Ilopki neville of two
trasteelies which occurred within a fist'
i:ours of emit other in the neighborhood
of (.olden Pond, a Trigg county settle-
ment.
As a result of the first affrae, Tom
Smith. a young fanner, is dying with a
bullet hole in his skull just `  above the
right eye and two more iii the shoulder.
It seems that Smith, a young man eif
that mighbortmod„ met the three N
ton beys in the road, and wi•diout any
word of warning Otto New ton. shot
aith three tim.s, once just alove the
right eye and twice in the left shoulder.
i..4ntith is still alive, but catniot possibly
recover.
The shooting grew out of a. difficulty
tartirred last Spring. Smith ay.-
cased ca to N.-NA ton of it shag an non
wedg front him.,
At tie time they had a fight and the
first time they met rgain the shooting
took r lace. "o
All parties coneerned belora to ;trod
families' and it is feared that this will
not cial the niatt,r, as Smith has. sev-
eral.hrothers who are consielerad dau•
ier.ous men.
The Newton bops Ira Hewitt and
t ttto, skipped out, and wore not loeated
until yesterday, ashen they were can-
tered in Mayfield. To-day Hwy will be
taken' to Cadiz amid put iu jail to await
the nsult of Smith's wounds.
Tii,• victim of the ether tragedy wna
Willi: hi Hendrix, who is a prosperous
end ei•lerly farimrof Trigg Ninety.
lie -.vas feund lying un«enecious in a
:pool of Meted Tnetelay. near Golden
l'entel, es itli his head beaten to a jelly.
Ee• is i ow in n hele-'04 emidition.
No can... for tie'. assault upon Hen.
dr-x e- known, bat a patty' living near
t /Iv wi,..•1/0". i!4 21. IN I bet and arrsts may
folio
a Para.
!dr .1,11:1 I,oai,g Cushy hi,; beep
nt with i orgratit!;:t tots. A pr. tty
ehtertaio...1 Icy lciiu
: rat ger it ii'.ed t Thursday
Will Locate Ilsre.
Mr. John W. Adam's,. a we:I-known
eitizei. of Clarksville. lias 41411M-41 to lo-
cate this city, arid has alreally re--
moves: his family hire, lie will en
gag, a the toUteefa bit/Om-se. .
Roasts JohliW. Locket.
II is lanne pa. per. Cie Henderson
t :Mailer, says of the Iltatt,rati,. candi-
date bit- l'eingrees of tine distnet :
Mr John W. Lee-kett WAS plIle into
outlawry with the asseitant Re-
publjea ha Whin. nyder j,retensea of train-
ing with Palm rand Buckner, are werk-
iiig fur the el. cti4•11 of McKinley and
Fraud... M.. Le-s-ke tt, as a citizen, you
liar,' Fight to lest, awl under certain
m oncutams it !wry i Vc/i tour duty to
1 ott, 1 at if yogi iinagine that you emi
bolt 8-..1 continue to he a member of the
Dien. 'ranee patty of Kentucky, you
were never more mistah(111 iii your life
Mr: Lockett, the bunk is on bet %reel'
the p oph. and their oppriee4 irs. Behind
Mt-Kelley is the 04,0a-reel ; behind
Bryan; the masrsa. You have elm.sen
to get with the former and have analYA
ouraelf against those who. jails:leg
flame your past twilit.. -ill elj.1.,r hat! a
right to le emk to poor aaaiatanee rather
than to ;our oppos.t . r
tise of 1idiutg the ramie of the loll, is
ti -Let, yop an stabbing the pert::
has lestolved Minors on pat in Miler lo
aaaiathu electieg a Republican to Con-
gress and to the Presideney.
Al: 4 ye for an eye and a tooth for a
tooth, is the o1.1 Mnsuic doctrine_ but
the 4:( ('tor, of toolay save the eye sight
by applyieg Sutherlatiel'em._Euele
Salve. It eures all forma and you can
buy a tube anywhere for 2:".e.
—For sale by R. C. Hardwick
Wt..y 5%er:if Davis is Happy.
SItu r.cf Davas is faelitig good. Ile
has not teen 'lit, nut
reports axed is not, there•fore, like most
of the et eritTe in the States sailject to
Mail ton tit, Conviction and tiui , It is
gin!, out that Auteitor Stone will re-
pot to the grand jury those sheriffs
who have failea as pre acribed by law to
;nuke a report of taxes eolleeted evera
sixty days. The- statute provide that,
'any alwriff who shall fail to report as
liereth requireel shall le- liable to indict-
mest in the Fr:mkt n Cirenit Court
and tined not 1.184 than One hundred dol-
lars Nor nor-- than live hundred dollars
for each offenae. And It shall' be the
duty of the anditor tu reisirt to the
grand jury at the nexd term of said
/aunt after the failure to report, the
name of such alieriff as Tailing to report.
The sheriff shall be required by the nu-
fluor to pay a penalty of 6 per cent. on
/Ill tilieN (IM and unpaid by him on the
first day of January in each year. The
auditor, in his settlement with the other-
dr, shall charge him with the several
penalties accruing tinder the provisions
of this Peet ion...
Many. indeed, 1110t.t of the eheriffa of
the State, have failed to (limply with
this law, KO far as a report the 1st of
September is concerned. The auditor
is not angry witli them but seems to
think it is his sworn duty to izo before
the grand jury now in aessiengin Frank•
tin and report to that body the list of
sheriffs who havi- tints laid and continue-
to lay thempielves liable to indictment.
For Infants and Children,
at Linia, Ohio. Saturday afternoon Mn.
Felautl spoke at Golden Pond, in Trigg
county, and this week be will loak horns
ith 011ie James at Cadiz.
The Democrats of this Senatorial dis-
trict have a splendid chance to elect a
Senator to succeed Judge Landes, says
the Hustler. All indications point to a
redaction of the Republican majority in
Christian county and to an increase in
the Democratic majority in Hopkins
county. Hopkins; may be counted on to
give at least 7a0, while it will make the
Republicans tu Christian hump to get;i00.
(.ratifying repents are being received
regarding the joiut debates between Dr.
Clardy and Franks. An exehauge says
of the dieeussion at Hawesville: "The
ant-thence was made up of both parties,
but it WAS evident that the free ailver
tail& snare' easily in the majority, and
Dr. Clarity's speech was well reeoiVed.
Franks got off his coninsitted speech,
whieh, 'by continued practice, he is get-
ting to deliver very. creditably, but his
logic fill flat and with no effect. After
speaking at Hawesiille, the two (linen-
(latest, proceeded to Lewiaport, where
laq night they spoke to a good audience,
but all free silver pi ople. Fraiika failed
to wouse vi bile 'y was
(sheered to the echo."
Gen.W. S.Taylor, a Repel lice ti -4 Pak-
ems vt ill talk on tiolitieal issues in this
city oat the lloth of this nicinth.
Gov. Billy Bradley will make a Speech
Print', toil on October ,:th. Lie as ill
comae .to Hopkinsville.
--
lion. Polk Camiler will make a eeriest
of speeches in Caldwell county- thie
mouth. starting Oct. 3d at Princeton. -
Mr. Sint D. McCormick, formerly of
making Boltorrat it. speech.
es in Illinois. He will come to Kentucky
this taduAli, and the 711.1 will talk in
llopk s •
Soulaiir William Lindsay vo ill speak
here in the interest of Palmer mil Back-
lit r cm the lath elf this month.
Blesumatt•ra Cured In • Day.
"Mystic- Cure" for 'Rheumatism and
Neuralgia rambeally curt* in 1 to 3 days.
Its scrum; tipon the nynfem is remarkable
anti taybterotut. It remoyes at once the
'au-is anti tite lini4.11A0 immediately dia.
Seetairs. The tiret done greatlo benefits;
-5 e.-seite - Sold by It. C. Hardwick Drug.
s nit llopkotevilie.
T, iWNS SUBMERGED.
-eeetai. to NEw MAI
City ef Mexico. Sept. 28 —More than
one hundred towns in idexieo are repot-
teeeto Itave been submerged by the ter-
rible floods resulting from the rains of
the pest 14 w days, iind there is muse-
quently great suffering among the peo-
ple, especially among the poor classes.
Relief is being furnished from this city
as ranitily as poesilile, bat nigny will
mile from watit before they van be
remedied.
The demure from a finaucial stand-
point can not as yet be even estimated,
its nothing like p full re-port hate yet
leen Made. I ut it can not fad to be. far
up in the
TALK (IF oMBINATIGN.
. .sess let, to NEW ERA:
Lexington. Ky., Sept. 2's—The-re is;
rofteteler'able- talk of a combination be-
tween Settle and Carroll to defei t Sena:
tror Charlee J. Bro:oton for the C'on.
ittes,ional nomination of the silver
Ihnn..-rats in the Seventh district. The
full result of tit-marital of last Satur-
day is not as yet known, but
euough is known to lead to the conclu•
sion that Settle is in the lead, and.
theta fore, will is- likely to Is.. the tenni-
tea. in case of a ceimbivation between he
and carrell: let h if w Mini • •havi- it in''
for Itronston. The fight for IMP' nomi-
nation *ill lie a exceedingly bitter
eine. The moven len tueetif at Frank.
4rt W /elm sday.
11.‘NK (OFFICIALS Pt' LLED
New sat
New. Orinunh, loa., Sept. :al.—Presi-
dent Nit-hole unit Caeltier Deblane, of
the defunet Bank of Connueree, were
arrested yeeterday at noon. the charge-
teas fur accepting deposits i:ftsr know-
leg that the bank was insolvent. They
gave bond of g.".00 each, signed by Chief
Justice Nichols., uncle ef the .Preeident.
WILL NOT CHANGE A VOTE.
[reectat. TO New VR
Washington, Sept. 2e.—Iter. T. De-
Witt Talmage, in his sermon at the First
Presbyterian Church yesterday, made
the bpi:sawing allusion to the Preidden-
tial campaign :
''During the last six Presideatial elec-
tions I Lave been urged to enter the po-
litical arena,  but I nicer have and never
will turn the pulpit in which preach
into a pilitical sump. Every minister
must (14i as he feels called oil to do, and
I will not criticise hint for what he con.
sidern his duty ; but all the political liar-
rangues from pu wits from now until
the ard of November will not in all the
United States change one vote, but will
leave Many ears stopped against any-
thing that sneh elergymeu may utter
the rest of their lives."
This statement was; folloesed by a ref-
erence to the depression now prevailing
hroughout the country, and he said
that IleVer within his memory had "to
many people literally starved to death as
in the past few months." He believeet
the eountry was better oft after every
eriais, mid that the Almighty would set-
tle the controversy between the metals.
[srEr IAL To !CEW
Boston, Sept. M.—William Jennings
Bryan arrived in this city last evening
and made several speeehea. Last night
on the historic commons he spoke to
7-4,1Kmo, the largest andienzte that ever
assembled to meet a'Presidential eau&
After a brief address he went to
Music Hall and niadc a apelech to 45,00to
Mn. Bryan was introduced by James
If. Mellen. of Worcester. After the
cheers had imbsided, he. said:
I am glad to see you as fellow citizens;
of a common country. I shall not at-
tempt to make myself beard to all RS-
membleil here. I have spoken to a num-
ber of audienees, liut never to one that
seemed to reach so far away in the dis-
tance as this one. I Applaese. I. will
speak to those who are nearest. and
those who are in Rhode Island awl
Maine can lie-an me when visit those
Statme. I come to 31memachaeetts tic pre-
sent the gospel of Democracy as I un-
derstami it.. But while I ermae..as the
regular nominee of the . ISemorratic
party, I also mine as the nominee o
two other parties—parties which havfe
joined us in making the silver question
the paramount issue of this campaign.
We lay down this propositidu, that the
more money there is in this country the-
easier it is for any person who has some-
thing to cell to get his share of that
urnpoonneyth. eOduoer ctilpiptienitekinatat tpahl
il 
,sgthenisernolnyt;
the whole people have the more money
each individual will have. ; That is a
mathematical preposition :which you
eau not find in ally arithinitic, but 'it
reems to be the proposition talon which
the kopublican finaneiering is based.
The gold standard by creattug idleness
brings poverty to those who ought to
have enough and to spare. And When
you bring people into p0A:leIty. When
you take away the means ot earning a
livelihood, you make trampi out of men
who, under just conditions, would be
self-aupporting and cobtribuitors to the
nation's wealth-end Knelt:teas, and, last
of all, when you drive men; to hunger,
despair and dexperatiou yontnake crim-
inate out of those who under just condi-
tions would be law abiding eitizene. We
have commenced a wariare kgainst the
gelid standard. . ,
We invite you to join us now. (Criee
of -We will. No Yale Mien here.")
While our opponents are spreading
literature by this ton, the yeople are
joining in the eneuele for the restorat ion
of binetallioun. We.haye DR great emu-
paign fund. We are- doing best we
can with the nielins at Imuc ixit VV.. have
mot many great daily papers with us,
but in times like them.. the people go
ahead of the newspapers when they re-
,fuse to lead.
My friemia, you who assetable here as
the representatives of the! great Bay
State- huve your part in the fight whieh
Se.' have now on hand, mil I am glad
that so XT at an army has an gallant a
leader as I leorge Fred Williams'. In
Chicago, when Mass tchteetts was
called, liar e responded tor silver
IS'lieerse If we had another National
Convention, if I can judge from the
sentiment expressed here, ever!, dele-
gate would respond to the free coinage
of silver at 16 to 1. Great cheering.
• Mr. Sewall then stepped upon a chair
beside Mr. Bryan, who introduced him
in the following words:
"As • man who did not bow the knee
or worship the golden calf. iCheers.)
The Denmeratic candidate far Vice-
i'resident
Mr. Sewall said he was glad they had
this opportunity to Se*. the great leader
of the Democratic party, and That it is a
great satisfaction to hien to let theni
know that Mn. Bryan's asehciate was
still on the- tiCket. Applause Continu-
ing, Mr. Sewall said:
"We are in the fight to stay. This
tight ire between the people dn one side
—the madmen: of wealth, the defenders
of our eountry—assionst the prosperous
elapses, as we are told by[the -other
party, the moneyed powers and their
allies in Europe. I ask bettor can the
price of labor .be maintaindd and in-
creased without you tirstmaintain and
inereaae the price of the product of la-
bor? It ies too simple a proposition, al-
most. to ducuss. I tell you the labor of
this country is more intereeted in this
question than any other party,"
THE SULTAN.
!SPECIAL TO NEW ER A .
Cons'antinopl., Sept. 2z1. —I he Salta a
has aceeeded to the request icontained
in an Armenian addresses prayiing for au-
thority tesreinvoki- the National Assem-
bly to eloet a new p..triareh i4 place of
Mateo litnirlian,creeigned.
It is learned that during thl massacre
at Estruin six hundred house; were pil-
laged and burned. A gun NT* fired as
a signal for the outrages to inflictive.
The Sultan has sent an autsgraph let-
ter to Emperor William.
JOHN JAMES INGA
seeci I. TO NEW ER j
Topeka, Kan., Sept. 2a.—Ex-Senator
John J. Ingalls is in the ciZ and is
feehog very jubilant over 11" chances
to return to the United States Senate,
of which he was a member or about
eighteen The ex-Senator so day
stated to a representative of the press
that he has enough members ot the'Leg-
islature instructed for him to Insure Ins
return to the Senate. His friends are
rejoicing over hits good fortune. He- is
still One of the moat popular men in
Kansas.
We should remember that kf we go
into winter with a milliner cold on our
langs Wu. are liable to have pneumonia
about the first 14110W or cold rain. Dr.
Tine-Taralioney ',allele, up mei
strengthens the weak cords of human
leely—air passage, lunge and bronchial
tutwe—thatt are strained and made sore
by the winter's blasts. It's a nestle
builder and while thousands of -chronic
cases are to-day finding relief anti
strength from its use, million"; of people
were eured of roughs and colds and kept
stout by the Ilse of this rdinialy all
through last winter. It cures every-
thing In its line except consumption,
and ehrnnie eases of this dreaded mala-
dy find rest and comfort from its use.
Thue itellnitie is made only by the E. E.
Sutherland Medicine C'onipany, Padu-
cah, Ky., and sold toy all dealera. 'bee
bottle* hold it times and the fele Mae 2
times as much as much as the tl.rie mimic
—For sale by R. 0. Hardwick
True DemocracyWill Prevail
In This District
Han, John Royd Thacher Refuses to Accept All the Counties in the Second District are
The Democratic Nomination For Now Well Organized.
Governor of New York.
[SPECIAL Tel NEW ERA.:
Boston, MUSS., sept. 26.—Never was
there such intense kicitement seen in
this city over a political convection as
has been stirred up over the Democratic
convention that assembled in this city
at noon to-day. The silver men who
are backing George Fred Williams for
Governor, are holding the convention
Hall under lock and key against the
geld men and refuse to allow any but
silver non to enter.
Long before the hour for the amseni-
bling of the convention there were large'
crowds at the door roll* to make a
grand rueh as soan as; it was opeued,
but the silver men outwitted the gold
men and got possession of the Hall first.
In the scrimmage at the door one man
was killed. The excitement is unabat-
ed.
REFUSES TO ACCEPT.
[sreeles to NEW ERA]
Albany, N. Y., Sept, 2G.—Hon. John
Boyd Thacher, who was nominated for
Governor by the Democratic State C011-
ventinn a few days ago, to-day an-
nounces positively that he will not ac-
cept the nomination under any cireunn
stances. This is rather a surprise, as it
was thought Mr. Thacher was not only
willing, but was anxious to make: the
race. His declining to accept the nom-
ination is evidently due to the amount
of opposition to him that has developed
since the convention adjourned, and
which was shown lix the letteibof Ex-
Lieut. Gov. Sheehan, in which he Stated
that Tannniny was by no mealui satis-
fied with his utterances in regaikl to the
currency question. Mr. Thacker, it will
be remembered, annotin..ed that.while-
he was personally. in favor of thes.Angle
gold standard, yet he would supporethe
Chicago ticket Mr. Sheehan and
other Tammany leaders thought that
thus announcement of Mr. Thacher's
was a slap at the platform on which
he had been nominate-et, and
that i-n view of that fact he
was not the proper man to wake the
race, so they demanded that he decline
the nomination, and, as he knew- be
could not be elected without the sup-
port of Tammany, he has done so. No-
body seems to have any idea as to who
will be seheted to fill the vacancy on
the ticket.
Then- an- a great many of the unto!,
tnnate ones ill this world, irreatex in
number than those who are blessed with
good digestion. To some people the
greatest misfortune is not to be able to
eat anything set befetre. them. "1 suf.
fered for years with Daerpe. psis, and
everything I ate disagreed with with
me. I was induced to try Siminon's
Liver Regulator and was cared. I now
eat. everything."—M. Bright, Madison
Parish. La.
BRYAN'S VOTE FOR WEAVER.
[SPECIAL TO NEW SRA j
Washington, Sept. 25.!—Comment
having been made upon the fact that
Mm.. Bryan, supported Gen. Weaver,
for the Presidency in 1592, Senator
Faulkner, after consultation with Sena-
tor Gorman to-day, gave out the follow-
ing statement oi the subject: "I bay,.
auldnitted the inquiries concerning Mr.
Bryan's vote for Weaver in lefi2 to Sou-
tar Gorman, who was a member of the
Detnocratie Campaign 'Committee in
that year. He says that the National
Committee, of wh'erh Mn. William F.
Harrity was chairman, with Mr. Den
M. Dickinson, chairman of the Cam-
eiaign Committee, determined to request
all the Democrats in Nebraska and the
States West thereof to 'unite with the
Weaver people' in carrying thew States
so as to prevent Harrison from receiving
electoral votes in Nebraska, Idaho,
Montana, Wyoming, Oregon, Nevada,
end California, and as a rule the De1110-
erats followed the request of the Deno
oeratic National, Committee. In addi•
tiou to this the New- York World made
an appeal for a special subscription to
carry out the plan of campaign deter-
mined em by the- Democratic Committee;
therefore, whatever Mr. Bryan or any
other Democrat did in, the support of
Weaver was at the request of the Na-
tional Democratic Committee.
"C.-F. FAULKNER, chairmen.
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill .Tonic
cline chills and tnak.e you well again.
It rids you of having them and builds
up your strength. It is pleasant tot
take and gives you a warm delightful
feeling all over, instead of the miserable
shivering . It ia good for the stomach,
too, and Peppermint is tlie best thing in
the world for the bowls. Avoid bitter
quisnine pills that may make you deaf,
and have always handy in the house a
bottle of Dr. Bellas Peppermint Chill
Tonic. It's guaranteed.
. For sale by R. 0. Hardwick
Dr. Clardy is very much impnased
with the size of the andienee that came
out to hear him and "I3rocho" Franks
in their joint debates. He says that he
never saw in his life such intense and
enthusiastic interest anions the people
in a campaign, says the Meese
-tiger. Ha
reports the. Democrats in every county
that he has. moralised most enthusiasno
and hopeful of the grandest victory in
recent years. Wherever he gore he is
told of many notable converts from the
Republican party. He is; perfectly eon-.
Adent that the. Democrats in tins Con-
gressional district wil-1 gain more- by the
accessions of the Republicana than they
will lose in the gold-bug bolters. This is
saying limithing of the gain to the Demo-
crats from the Populists. In the Con-
gressional rare two years ago the Popu-
list candidate polled 4,400-votes. At
that time Dr. dandy's plurality wash
little more than 3,000. The combined
Democratic and Populist Tate in that
year was 7,500 more than the Re-publi-
can vote. A heavier vote will be polled
this year, and allowing the Reptiblicane
their full strength, and the gold-bugs all
they can reasonably claim, with the
Democratic and populist Tote united, as
it appears it will be, the Democratic
majority in this Second Consrreesionel
district will certainly be not lee*: than
6,000 and probably more than 7,000.
In Union county the Demorratic elute
now have enrolled more than 0,000
mentbern. A number of prominent Re-
publicans, among them the campaign
chairman in one of the precincta, origi-
nally designated by the Republican com-
mittee, have joined the Bryan clubs.
Union county will give between 2,000
and 2,500 Democratic majority.
In Webster county the Bryan club at
Vaudersburg has 1:,0 members; at On.
ton, 190 members ; at Dixon, MO mem-
bers; at Slaughtersville. BOO *embers;
at Providence, ZS 00 membe'rs at Clay,
Vs) members; at Tilden, ISO members;
at Free Union. 125 members. There
Sr.' fourteen Bryan clubs in Webster
county.
In Hopkins county the Democrats and
Populiett claim that Bryan will have a
majority 'of more than 100.
In Christian county there have been
so many notable aceeseionsf from the Re-
publicans; that the Democrats have
strong hopes of carrying the county,
which is usually Republican from $09
to 1,200.
At Pellville, in Hancock county, a
strong Republican section, the Demo-
crats already have more members in
their club than was ever polled in any
election. At Lewisport the sentiment
for Bryan is tanned unanimous. Party
leaders at Hawesville have the names of
more than 175 Republicans who hare
pledged themselves to vote for Bryan.
They claim that Bryan's majority in
Hancock county will be nearly :100.
In McLean county the Democratic
majority is elitiniateti at front 300 to
500, the largest majority that has been
known for many years.
Henderson county is claimed by the
De-mocratic managers by no leas than
'41,015) maaonty.
It is manife that 'Neatens county will
give from I, to 2,000 for Bryan and
Clardy.
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic 18 a
perfect liver regulator—anti-malarial
and bletod purifier. Remove* billion•-
neve jathout purging. Cures chills and
m tit-41111hr cotuplexion good. Guaran-
teed by all dealers.
—For sale by R. C. Hardwick,
SPE:, I NI. TO NEW ERA ;
Owensboro, Ky., Sept. 2a.--Col, J. D.
Powers, ColleAor of Internal Revenue
in this city, this morning in speakieg of
his son, who recently disappeared so
mysteriously from Chicago, said that
he believed that his SOU had gone
crazy over the Cuban affair—from con-
,,stantly thinking of it—and that he act-
ed in stud' a way toward the Spaniards
ut Chicago as to cause them to have him
put out of the way. COI. Poe ere is
finely ceinvineed that his son has been
murdered, and will.. not believe for •
moment that his pein has disappeared
because of any trouble over the funds
that he had colleetekfor the- Cuban in-
sargents.
DARING ROBBERY- BY ONE MAN.
[spin i AL TO NEW [RAI
Charleston, W. Va Sept. 2k-0nel:se
the boldest train robberies took place
yesterday afternoon on the railroad!
from Sewall to Cliff Top, a distance odi
eight The man who did the bad-
nem is Joe Thompson, and clone from
the West a year ago. Saturday he
le:true-el that W. L. Wilson, teed:keeper
and paymaster far the Longdale Iron
„Company, at Cliff Top, was going up in
ihe afternoon to pay off the men. Wil-
son and some men were on the engine,
and with him Wilson had 112,900.
Thompson was on the engine with the
rest of the men, and when the train got
to a lonely spot in the mountains he
held up the crowd with two revolvers,
and tweak the money and jumped from
the train. As he did so Wilson shot at
twice, but faillto h4 him.
Thompson n turned the fire.fslmoting
Wilson in the stomach fatally. The
fellow made good his (*cape to the
mountains. Otticene are after Inui.
;cs.
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THE LOW PRIC
till
Film] Products
, Makes th- thrifty •planter all the
keeher h ini•rrase the quantity and
improve the quality of such pro4-.
wits. . Aware of this .fact, we .try to
procure the hest of everything in the-,
a
implement line to offer him. In grain
drills ‘‘ti hue both the
•
"-CMPIRE"and the L
Th y are made both with and win.-
out the fertil,zer attachment. The
•kupprior is made with either il sys or
hoe- for putting in the grain; the
mmli• %% ith the h.•es only.
it mi•ney (qui
hu3 , and, awing to the variety in
-
constructian, they afford the follow
lowing lines of drills to select from:
Suurior Make: ,
A Disc Drill with Fertilizer attachment.
A Disc Drill without fertilizer attachment.
A Hose Drill with fertilizer attachment.
A Hose Drill without fertiiizer attachment.
Empire Make:
•
A Hoe Drill with fertilizer attachment.
A Hoe Drill without fertilizer attachment.
An) one eau be suited in this large
I ine.
r-ere"ms'artilmk,„
'.itieee-7190
'
Tenth and Main Streets.
&Ow.
•
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THEY'RE OZFI
—Reeky contain Newa
TRS'ROUNOTHECTYTR1GEDIES IN TRIGG.
Stories Picked Up By New
Era Reporters.
LOCAL AND LACONIC.
Fresh Items Found at Some of the City's Neee
Cert_rs.
Married at the Court-Souse.
Charlie T. Mayes and Miss M. S.
Webster!' a country couple from the
Flat VA neighborhold, were married
at the court-houseThursday of last week.
Judge Breathitt performed the ceremony
in a graceful manner.
Were Married Sunday.
Mr. Francis Siietuore and Miss Jen-
nie Boyd, both of whom live in the Era
neighborhood, were joined in matri-
mony Seedier. On the sanie day, Mr.
R. H. Hammonds and Miss M. A. White,
a North Christian 'couple, were mar-
ried.
••••••
The Coming Pair.
Secretary Galbreath is receiving many
letters every deyfrom prominent horse
theta and exhibitors • about the
1.3hristian county fair which will be held
on thcentin 9th and 10th of next month.
The meet will be interesting to every-.
potly.
Killira :tear Clarksville.
John Nichoi,, an aged and respected
white plutder, who lived near Clarks-
ville, was shot twice and almost instant-
ly killed by his son, N. L. Nichols, last
week. Tim murderer was captured
Root.' after the kitting mil is in jail. A
family quarrel Is the reported cause of
the murder.
• e A Revival.ateeting..
Bev. I. W. Stoolier is conducting a
protracted meeting at Wtect Union Bar-
net Church, near i;iticey. He is being
assisted in the week by lie v. A. U.
Bootie, of Clarksville. Much interest is
being 'mailifested, in the revival, and
large congregations are preeeet at all of
the seivices.
Overdose of Chloroform.
pr„ T. PSyallein awelfirgivii Chris-
tian (-amity .phveiciaii.v.-ho lives in the
tEkno fioighloi hood, was found nneote.
ecinti in his beggy Thursday aftereool
It was feared that lie was in ft criti-
eally il teeiditioe, but it t as foam: out
Inter on the be I:nd Sake!' an overe'tee
of a lilerefente He is tepidly recoverieg
from the effects of the drng.
Ilia Neck Broken.
Friday night wink* number of in n
were asleep on 'Judi beds thrown
across rails inn tobacco barn on the
farm of Peter Gowan, near Clarksv ilk',
where the tobacco crop was being fired,
Paul Jordon, a cropper, fell from his
bed, a distance of only two feet, 'to the
ground while asleep, but in such a man-
ner that his net•k was broken.
Oaptitred &Horse-Thief.
Marshal Rickman captured a colored
horse CA. I at Guth:it, Friday. The
horse was stolen several days ago from
a farmer named Jenkins, who lives in
Cheatham comity, Tenn. The negro
-will be proseepted for taking stolen
property into the State of Kentucky and
then returned to Tennessee to answer to
a charge of horse stealing.
-.-tm•••• -•••
The Lecture course.
The lecture course of- Hopkinsville
Library Association will begis on the
15th of this month with a lecture by
Hon. H. W. J. Ham, the fumous , Geor-
gia orator. No Southern speaker has
ever gained such an enviable reputation
on th • platform. Hiterecord is phenom-
enal. There is not a man on the Amer-
ican continent who can crowd more hu-
mor, pathos and eloquence inn) an hour
and a half talk than the fatuous "Snot-
lygoster" Ham.
More Hard Luck.
Friday a cabin on the farm of Mr.
James A. Radford, of The Square, was
destroyed by fire, which was caused by
an explosion of gasoline with which a
negress was cleaning a dres4. The
building had recently been erected at a
cost of several hetet:red dollars. It was
not insured. Mr., Radford is having
hard luck. This is the fourth time in
the last few months that he has hall
property burned, and only once has he
had any insurance.
and.-
Will Be Paid Promplc.
The Auditor anal Treasurer of the
State authorize the statement that jury-
men and witnesses at the coming term
of Circuit Court and at future terms
shall be. mad promptly. They wake
this statement so that the claims need
not be Aohl in ignorance to claim shav-
ers at n bi& discount as some have been
doing. The old claime that accumulat-
ed prior to this administration will have
to wait until rennething is done for the
relief of the Treasury.-
. A Wooden Wedding.
A large crowd of friends and relatives
were present at the celebration of the
fifth anniversary of the marriage of
Mr. anti Mrs. A. A. Winfree, at Casky,
Ky., last Wednesday night. The rooms
were artistically hang with desigps
made of shavings from pine and cedar.
The souvenirs were small wooded Keep
ladies with bronze polish. Following
the usual custom a second marriage
took place. The bride held in her hand
a bunch of flowers made from cedar
shavings, and the groom wore a white
rosebud carved from pine. The first
part of the evening passed very pleas-
antly in merry conversation, after which
the crowd repaired to the dining-roems,
where an elegant repast, consisting of
eight courses, was served.
Don't let sin one persuade you to take
anything else instead of Simmons Liver
Regulator. Some merchants will treeto
dtfthie but not for your gooda. _They do
it to make a little more profit on sonic-
thing which is of an inferior quality,
though you must pay just as much for
the bad as for the good. Be sure to take
Simmons Liver Regulator and nothing
else. Look for the Red Z on every
, package.
—Fox sale by R. O. Hardwick
Blood Spitiod in the Golden
Pond Neighborhood. •
NEWTON SLAYS SMITH
An Elderly and Wall KnownFarmer the Vic-
tim of a Fatal Assault.
News has reached Hopkineville of two
tragedies which occurred within a few
lmurs of each other in the neighborhood
of Golden Pend, a Trigg county settle-
ment.
As a result of the first affray, Tom
Smith, a young farmer, is dying with a
bullet hole in his skull just .abtive the
right eye and two•more in the shoulder.
It seem that Smith, a young man of
that neighborhood, met the three Naw-
ton boys in the road, and without ny
word" of warning Otto Newton ihot.
Smith three times, once just abate the
right eye and twice in the left shoulden
Smith is still alive, but cannot 'possibly
recover.
The shooting grew out of a difficulty
whicl, occurred last Spring. Smith ac-
caged Otto Newton of Ft aling an iron
wedg from him.
At tie time they had 'a fight and the
first tithe they met rgaiu the !hooting
took place.
All parties concerned belong to good
families aunt it is feared that, this :will
not end the matter, as Smith has sev-
eral brothers whoare considered dan-
gerous men.
The Newton boys, Ira Hewitt and
Otto, skipped out, and were not located
nutil yesterday when they were cap-
tured in Mayfield. To-day they will be
taken to Cadiz and put in jail to await
the result of Smith's wounds.
The victim of the other tragedy was
Williem--Itiendrix, who is a prosperous
and elderly fanner of Trigg county.
He was found lying unconscious in a
pool of blood Tuesday, near Golden
Pond, with his head beaten to a jelly.
Ile is a 6w in n hopelt'es condition.
No catie-e for the nssanit upon Hen-
drix is known, bat a party living near
the scene is entoxsted and arrests may
follow.
-.Mar
Er'• a Papa Now.
Mr. Jelei Yorteg Oupley hes beep
deluged coUgrntulat tors. A pretty
girl tele, is being entertained by him.
TiteY •tle:trarger art ived last thunday
night
Will laseate
Mr. John W. Adams, a well-known
citizen of Clarksville, has decided to lo-
cate in this city, and has already re-
iuoved his family here. He will en-
gage le the tobacco business.
Roasts John W. Locket.
His home paper, the Henderson
Gleaner, says of the Boltocratio candi-
date ler Cougrees of this district:
Mr. John W. :Lockett has gone into
political outlawty with the assistant R
.publieaus who, tinder pretenses °Strain-
iug with Palm. rand Buttner, are work-
ing for the election of McKinley and
Fraill.s. Mr. Lockett, as a citizen, you
have aright to bolt, and under certain
conditions it may even be your dray to
bolt, tat if you imagine that you can
bolt tied continue tole a member of the
Democratic patty of Kentaiky, you
were :lover more mistaken in your life.
Mr. Lockett, the battle lion between
the pc ople and their oppressors. Behind
McKinley is the plutocracy; behind
Bryan, the masses. You have chosen
to go wtth the former and have arrayed
yourself against those who, judging
from your past political career had a
right to look to your amistance rather
than to yOui Opposition. Under pre
tense of leetling the canse'of the Loiters'
ticket, you art. stabbing the party which
has bestowed honors on you lu order 'to
assist in electing a Republican to Co -
grim and to the Presidency.
An eye for an eye and a tooth for a
tooth, is the old Mosaic doctrine, but
the "lectors of to-day save the eye-sight
by applying Sutherland's Eagle Ee e
Salve. It cures all forms and you can
buy at tube anywhere for 25c.
—For sale by R. C. Hardwick
•••-
Why Sheriff Davis is Happy.
Slit riff Davis is feeling good. lie
has not been derelict in making. his
reports apd is not, therefore, like "most
of the sheriffs in the State, subject to
indict:re nt, conviction . and fine. It is
given out that Auditor Stone will re-
port to the grand jury those sheriffs`
who have failed as prescribed by law to
make a report of taxes collected over
sixty days. The statute provides that,
"any sheriff who shall fail to report as
herein required shall be liajile to indict-
meat in the Frankl n Circuit Court
and fined not leas than one hundred dol-
lars nor more than 'five hundred dollars
for each offense. 'And it shall be tlie
duty of the auditor to report to the
grand jury at the next term of said
court after the failure to report, the
name of such sheriff as failing to report.
The sheriff shall be required by the au-
ditor to pay a penalty of 6 per cent. on
all taxes due and unpaid by him on the
first day of Janiaary in each year. The
auditor, in his settlemeitt with the shier-
if, shall chahte him with the -.several
penalties accruing uuder the provisions
of this section."
Many, indeS; most of the-sheriffs of
the State, have failed to comply with
this law, so far as a report the 1st of
September is concerned. The auditor
is not angry with them but seems to
think it is his sworn duty to go before
the grand jury now in session in Frank-
lin and report to that body the list of
sheriffs who have th and continue
to lay themselves liab to indictment.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
Ile ho-
ldalls
*mum
-
ELOQUENCE TO BURN. MR. BRYAN IN BOSTON.'
Representatives ofallParties
Speak Here.
Greeted by a Throng of 75,-
000 People.
JOHN FELAND'S TRIP. CHEERED TO AN ECHO.
perUnent Paragraphs Concern ,n1 Pottics o! Largest Audience That Clef Assimbled on a
This Section.
Mr John Feland. Jr., of this city, has
achieved more *an a local reputation as
a campaign orator. Under the auspices
of the 
-Republican State Central Com-
mittee: he will make a !umber of
pt.( • upper Kentucky. The first
will be delivered at Somerset on the
grd of this month. When thei trip
through the bluegrass ends, he will make
a trip mapped out for him by the Na.
tional Republican Coinmittee, and will
deliver the first of a series of addresses
at Lima, Ohio. _Saturday afternoon Mr.
Viand spoke at Golden Pond, in Trigg
countyi and this week he will lock horns
with 011ie James at Cadiz.
The Democrat); of this Senatorial dis-
trict have a splendid chance to elect a
Senator to succeed Judge Landes, says
the Mueller. AU indications point to a
reductitin of the Republican majority in
Christian county and to an increase in
the Democratic majority in. Hopkins
county. Hopkins may be counted on to
give at least 750, while it will inake the
Republicans in Christian hump to get500.
Gratifying reports are being received
regardiog the joint debates between Dr.
Clardy 'and Franks. An exchange says
of the discussion at Hawesville: "The
tindientie was made up of both parties,
but it was evident that the- free silver
people weare easily in the majority, and
Dr. Clardy's speech was well reccdved.
Franks got off his.committed speech,
which, by continued practice, he le get-
ting to deliver very creditably, but his
logic fell fiat and with no effect. After
speaking at Hawesville, the two canne
dates proceeded to Lewisport, where
last night they spoke to a good audience,
but all free silver people. Franks failed
to atone. enthusiasm, while Chu 'y was
cheered to the echo."
Gcn.WS.S.Taylor, a Republican greak-
er, will talk on political issues in this
city on the 19th of this month.
Coy. Billy Bradley will make a speech
in Priticeton on October He wiil
come to Hopkinsville.
Hon. Polk Cansler will make a series
of meddles in Caldwell _county this
month, Starting Oct. 3d at Princeton.
Mr. Sid D. McCormick, formerly\if
Mendez-Son, is making Boltocratie speech-
es in Illinois. He will come to Kentucky
this month, and the 7th will talk in
Hopi:Wee lite.
Senator William Lindsay trill speak.
here in the interest of Palmer aid Buck-
ner on the 15th of this month,
Rheumatism Cured In a Day.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 8 hays.
Its /erica) upon the sysfem is repeatable
and ruciterous. It removes; at atice the
sau.se and the disease immediately dis-
appears, The first dosegreatlo benefits;
'5 cent* Sokieby R. 0. Hardwick Drug-
chit ilopkisfrille.
. TOWNS SUBMERGED.
[specter, TO NEW ERA]
City of Mexico, Sept. 28 —More than
oue hundred townsi n Mexico are repor-
ted to have been submerged by the ter-
rible' 'alio& resulting from the rains of
the past few days,. and there is conse-
quently great suffering among the peo-
ple, especially arnong the poor classes.
Relief is being furnished from this city
as rapidly as pthesible, but many will
die :irtem want before they can be
reached.
The damage from a financial stand-
point can not as yet be even 'estimated,
as nothing like a full report has yet
been made, but it can not fail to be far
up in the millions.
TALK OF COMBINATION.
[senciAL:ro NEW ERA)
Lexington, Ky.S Sept. 28.—There is
considerable talk of a combination be-
tween Settle and Carroll to defei t Sena-
tor Charles J. Bromton for the Con-
giessioual nomination of the silver
Demoerats in the Seventh district. The
full result of pnmaries of last Satur-
day is not as yet known, but
enough is known to lead to the conclu-
sion that Settle is in the lead, and,
therefdre, will be likely to be the nomi-
nee in 6se of a combination between he
and Carroll, both of whom "have It in"
for Bronstou. The fight for this nomi-
nation will be an exceedingly bitter
one. The convention meets at Frank-
fort Wednesday.
BANK OFFICIALS PULLED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
New Orleans, La., Sept. 20.—Presi-
dent Nichols and Cashier Deblanc, of
the defunct Bank of Commerce, were
arrested yesterday at noon. The charge
was for accepting deposits after know-
keg that the bank was insolvent. They
gave bond of $500 each, signed by Chief
intake Nichols, uncle of the President.
WILL NOT CHANGE A VOTE.
lsozciae TO saw ERA]
Washington, Sept. 28.—Rev. T. De-
Witt-Talmage, in his sertnon at the First
Presbyterian Church yesterday, made
the following alltision to the Presiden-
tial campaign:
"During the last six Presideatial elec-
tions I have 1:44.4en urged to enter the po-
litical arena, but I never have and never
will tarn the pulpit in which I preach
into a political stump. Every minister
must do as he feels called on to do, and
I will pot criticise him for what he con-
siders his duty; but all the political har-
rangues from priipits from now until
the 3rd of November will not in all the
United States change mi. Vote, but will
leave many ears stopped against any-
thing. that such clergymen may ut*r
the reed of their lives."
This statement was followed by a ref-
erenee to the depression now prevailing
throughout the country, and ht• said
that never within his memory had "se
many' people literally starved to death WI
In the past few months." He believed
the country was better off after everyIt MI
wanes.
crisis, and that the Almighty would set-
-
tie the controversy between the metals.
Similar Occasion.
[SPECIAL; TO NEW ERA.)
Boston, Sept: 26.—William Jennings
Bryan arrived in this city last evening
and made 'several speechte. Last night
on the historic commons he spoke to
;etioo, the largest andienee that ever
assembled to meet a Procidential
date.
After a brief address he went to
Music Hall and nude a speech to 5,000
people.
Mr. Bryan was introduced by James
H. Mellen, of Worcester. After the
cheers had subsided, he said:
I am glad to see you as fellow citizens
of a common country. I shall not at-
tempt to make myself heard to all as-
sembled here. I have spoken to a num-
ber of audiences, but never to one that
seemed to reach so far away in the dis-
tance as this one. (Applause.) -I will
speak to those who are nearest, and
thaw who are in Rhode Island and
Maine can hear me when I visit those
States. I come to Massachasetta to pre-
sent the gospel of Demoicracy as I un-
derstand it. But while I come as the
regular nciniuee of,, the Democratic
party, I also come as the nominee of
two other parties—parties which have
joined us in making the silver question
the paramount issue of this campaign.
We lay down this propmition, that the
more money there is in this country the
easier it is for any pencili who has some-
thing to sell to get his share of that
money. Our opponents Plant themselves
upon the doctrine that the less 'money
the whole people have the more money
each individual will have. That is. a
mathematical proposition which you
can not find in any arithmetic, . but tit
geeing to be the proposition upon which
the Republican fiyanciering is batted.
The gold standard by creattng -idleness
brings poverty to those :who ought to
have enough and to spare. And when
you bring people into poveity, when
you take away the means of earning a
livelihood, you make tramps out of men
who, under just conditions, would be
self-supporting aid contributors to the
nation's wealth and greatness, and, last
of all, when you drive Men to hunger,
despair and desperation Fon make crim-
inals out of those who under just condi-.
tions would be law abideng citizens. We
have commenoed a warfare against the
gold standard. •
We invite you to join as now. (Cries
of "We will. No Yale men here.")
While our opponents are spreading
literature by the_ton, the people are
joining in the crusade for the restoration
of bimetallism. We have no great cam-
paign fund. We are doing the best we
can with the means at hand. We have
not many great daily papers with us,
but in times like these the people go
ahead of the newspapers when they re-
fuse to lead.
My friends, you who assemble here aa
the representatives of the great Bay
State have your part in -the fight which
we have now on hand, and I ard glad
that no gr at an army has so gallant a
leader as George Fred Williams. 'In
Chicago, when Massachusetts was
called, thr. e responded for silver
(Caere). If we had soother National
Convention, if I can judge from the
sentiment expressed here, every dele-
gate a ould respond to the fr* coinage
of silver at 16 to 1. (Great cheering.)
Mr. Sewall then stepped upon a chair
beside Mr. Bryan, who introduced him
in the following words:
"As Oman who did not bow the knee
or worship the golden calf. (Cheers.)
The Democratic candidate for Vice-
President."
Mr. Sewall said he was glad they had
this opportunity to see the great leader
of the Democratic party, and that it is a
great satisfaction to him to let them
know that Mr. Bryan'e associate was
titill on the ticket. (Applause.) Continu-
ing, Mr. Sewall said:
"We are in the fight' to stay. This
fight is between the people on one side
—the producers of wealth, the defenders
of our Country—against the prosperous
dames, as we are told by the other
party, the moneyed powers and their
allies in Europe. .I ask how can the
price of labor be maintained and in-
creased without you first maintain and
increase the price of the product of la-
bor?. It is too simple te proposition, al-
most, to discuss. I tell you the labor of
this country is more iaterested in this
question than any otheriparty."
THE SULT'Alt.
[SPECIAL TO NSW ERA.]
Cons'antinopls, Sept.188.—The Sultan
has acceeded to the request contained
in an Armenian addrese praying for au-
thority :to couvoke the National Assem-
bly to elect a new patrian-h in place of
Mateo lzruirlian,nesigned
It is learned that during the massacre
at Eaguin six hundred house's were pil-
laged and burned. A gun was fired ,as
a signal for the outrages to commence.
The Sultan has Pent an autograph let-
ter to Emperor William.
JOHN JAMES MSIGALLS.
t [SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Topeka, Kan., Sept. 28.—Ex-Senator
John J. Ingalls is in the city and is
feeling very jubilant aver his chances
to return to the United States Senate,
of which he was a member for about
eighteen years. The et-Senator to-day
stated to a rhiresentative of the press
that he has enough members of the Leg-
islature instructed for him to insure his
return to the Senate. His friends are
rejoicing over his good fortune. He is
still one of the most popular men in
Kansas.
We should remember that if we go
Into winter with a summer cold on our
lungs we are liable to have pneumonia
about the first snow or cold rain. Dr.
Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey builds up and
strengthens the weak cords of human
body—air passage, longs and bronchial
tubes—that are strained and made sore
by the winter's bleeds. It's a tissue
builder and while thousands of 'chronic
cases are to-day finding relief and
strength from its use, millionsof people
were cured of coughs and colds and kept
stout by the use of this remedy all
through last winter. It cures every-
thing In its line eacept consumption,
and chronic cases of this (treaded mala-
dy find rest and comfort from its use.
The genuine is made only by the E. E.
Sutherland Medicine Company, Padu-
cah, Ky., and mold by all dealers. $1.00
bottles hold 5 times and the 50c wise 21e
times as much as much as the 25e size.
—For sale by it. 0. Hardwick
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SHERMAN AND CLEVELAND ARE SLEEPING TOGETHER.
.—Chicago Recent.
GREAT EXCITEMENT PROMISING OUTLOOK.
Democratic Convention As-j True DemocracyWill Prevail,
sembles at Boston. In This District.
ONE MAN IS KILLED MAJORITY TO BE BIG.
Hon. John Royd Thacher Refuses to Accept
The Democratic Nomination For
Governor of New York.
AB' POWERS IS CERTAINLY DEAD.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.]
Boston, Ma., sept. 211.—Never was
there such intense excitement seen in
this city, over a political convention as
has been stirred up over the Democratic
convention that assembled in this city
at noon to-day. The silver men who
are backing George Fred Williams for
Governor, are holding the convention
Hall under lock and key against the
gold men and refuse to allow any but
silver men to enter.
Long before the hour for the assem-
bling of the convention there were large
crowds at the door ready to make a
grand flush as soon as it was opened,
but the silver men outwitted the gold
men and got possession of the Hall first.
In the scrimmage at the door one man
was killed. The excitement is unabat-
ed
REFUSES TO ACCEPT.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 26.—Hon. John
Boyd Thacher, who was nominated for
Governor by the Democratic State Con-
vention a few days ago, to-clay an-
nounces positively that he will not ac-
cept‘the nomination under any circum-
stances. This is rather a surprise, as
was thought Mr. Thaeler was not only
willing, but was antions to make the
race. His declining to accept the nom-
ination is evidently due to the amount
of opposition to him that has developed
since the convention adjourned, and
which waeshown by the letter of Ex-
Lieut. Gov. Sheehan, in which he stated
that Tammany-was by no means satis-
fied with his utterance* in regard to the
currency question. Mr. Thacker, it will
be remembered, anpounsed that while
he was personally in favor of the single
hold standard, yet he would support the
Chicago ticket. Mr. Sheehan and
other Tammany leaders thought that
this announcement of Mr. Thacher's
was a slap at the platform on which
he had been nominated, and
that in view of that fact he
was not'the proper man to make the
race, so they demanded that he decline
the nomination, and, as ,he knew he
could not be elected without the sup-
port of Tanim. any, he has done so. No-
body seems to have any idea as to who
will be selected to fill the vacancy on
the ticket.
There are a great many of the tinfor-
tunate ones in this, world, greater io
number than those who are blessed with
good„. digestion. To sole people the
greatest misfortune is mit to be able to
eat anything set before them. "I suf-
fered for years with Dyspepsia, and
everything I ate disagreed with with
me. I was induced to try Simmon's
Liver Regulator and was cured. 1 now
eat everything. "—M. Bright, Madison
Parish, La.
BRYAN'S VOTE FOR WEAVER.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, Sept. 25.—Comment
having been made upon the fact that
Mr. Bryan, supported Gen. Weaver,
for the Presidency in 1892, Seuator.
Faulkner, after consultation with Sena-
tor Gomiau to-day, gave out the follow-
ing statement on the subject: '!•1 have
submitted the inquiries concerning Mr.
Bryan's vote for ,Weaver in 1892 to Sen.
tor Gorman, who was a member of the
Democratic Campaign Committee in
that year. He says that the National
Committee, of wbill Mr. William F.
Harrity was chairman, with Mr, Don
M. Dickinson, chairman of the Cam-
reign Committee, determined to request
all the Democrats in Nebraska and the
States West thereof to unite with the
Weaver people in carrying these States
so as to prevent Harrison from receiving
electoral votes in Nebraska, Idaho,
Monty's, Wyoming, Oregon, Nevada,
and California, and-as a rule the Demo-
crats followed the request of the Dem-
ocratic National Committee. In addi-
tion to this the New York World made
an appeal for a special subscription to
carry out the plan of campaign deter-
mined on by the Democratic Committee;
therefore, whatever Mr. Bryan or any
other Democrat did fn the support of
Weaver was at the request of the Na-
tional Democratic Committee.
"C. F. F A VIJENza, chairman.
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic
cures chills and makes you well again.
It ride you of having them and builds
up your strength. It is pie-agent to
take and gives you a warm delightful
feeling all over, instead of the miserable(
shivering . It is good for the stoniachi
too, and Peppermint is the best thing ita
the world for the bowls. Avoid bitter
quinine pills that may make you deaf,
and have always handy in the house a
bottle of Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill
Tonic. It's guaranteed.
For sale by R. C. Hardwick
•
All the Counties in the Second District are
Now Well Organized.'
Dr. Clardy is very mach impressed
with the size of the audience that came,
out to hear him and "Brioche" Frankel
in their joint (1,4;kateAs. He says that he
never saw in his life such intense and
enthusiastic interest among the people
in a campaign, says the Messenger. He
reports the Democrats in every con ntr
that he has canvassed most enthusiastio!
and hopeful of the grandest victory Jai
recent years. Wherever he goes he
told of many notable converts from the
Republican party. He is peefectly con-
dent that the Democrats in this Cos-'4
gressional district will, gain more. by. thee
accessions of the Republicans than thee
will lose in the gold-bug bolters. This is
saying nothing of the gain to the D.
crate from the Populists. In the
gressional race two years ago the
list candidate polled SAO votes. At
that time Dr. Clardy's plurality was.
little more than 3,000. The combined;
Democratic and Populist vote in theta
year was 7,500 more than the Reptiblis;
can vote. A heavier vote will be pollett
this year, and allowing the Republic*aS
their full strength, and the gold-bugs all;
they can reasonably claim, with the'
Democratic andfopulist vote united. ea
it appears it will be, the Denioeratio
majority .in this Second Congressional
district will certainly be not lees than
6,000 and probably more than 7,000.
In Union oeunty the Democratic clubs
now have enrolled more than 9,000,
members. A number of prominent Mee
publieans, among them the campaign
chairman in one of the precincts, orign(
nally designated by the Republican conei
mittee, have joined the Bryan clubs.;
Union county will give between 2,003
and 2,500 Democratic majority.
In Webster wanly the Bryan club at
Vandersburg has 150 members at On-
ton, 190 members at Dixon, It(t) mem-
bers; at Slaughtersville. 300 members;
at Providence, 500 members; at Claz,
200 members; at Tilden, 180 memba..‘;
at Free Union, 123 members. Therd
are fourteen Bryan clubs in Webster
cattily.
In Hopkins county the Democrats and
Populists claim that Bryan will have a
majority of more than 800.
In Christian county there ha've been
so many notable accessions from the Re-
publicans that the Democrats have
strong hopes of carrying the county,
which is usually Republican from 800
to 1,200.
At Pellville, in Hancock malty, a
strong Republican section, the Demo-
crats already have more members in
their club than was ever polled in any,
election. At LeWLETPOrt the sentiment
for Bryan is almost unanimous. Party
leaders at Haweeville have the names of
more than 17-I 11Pput4wans who ha-vs
pledged themselves to vote for Bryan.
They claim that Bryan's majority in
Hancock county will be nearly 800.
In McLean county the Democratic
majority is estimated at. from 300 to
, the largest majority that has been
known for many years.
Henderson county is claimed by the
Democratic managers by no less than
1,000 majority.
It is manifest that Devices county will
give from 1,600 to 2,000 for Bryan and
Clardy.
II
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic is a
perfect liver regulator—anti-malarial
and blood purifier. Removes billions-
ness without purging. Cures chills and
msludilthe complexion good. Guaran-
teed by all dealers.
—For sale by R. O. Hardwick.
VOL. POWERS TALKS.
'SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Owensboro, Ky., Sept. 28.—Col. J. D.
Powers, Collector of Internal Revenue
in this city, this morning in speaking of
his son, who recently disappeared no
mysteriously from. Chicago, said that
he believed that his son had gone
crazy over the Cuban affair—from con-
stantly thinking of it—and that he act-
ed in such a way toward the Spaniards
ip Chicago as to cause them to have him
put out of the way. Col. Powers is
firmly convinced that his son has been
murdered, and will not. believe for a
moment that his sou has disappeared
because of any trouble over the funds
that he had collected for the Cuban in-
surgents.
DARING ROBBERY BY ONE MAN.
[sozciaL TO NEW ERA]
Charleston, W. Va., Sept. 28.—One of
the boldest train robberies took place
yesterday afternoon on the railroad
from SesVall toCliff Top, a distance of
eight miles. The man who did the busi-
ness is Joe Thompson, and came from
the West a year ago. Saturday he
learned that W. L. Wilson, bookkeeper
wild paymaster for the Longdale Iron
Company, at Cliff Top, was going up in
the afternoon to pay off the men. Wil-
son and some men were on the engine,
and with him Wilson had -$2,800.
Thompson was on the engine with the
rest of the men, and when the train got
to a lately spot in the mountains he
held up the crowd with two revolvers,
and took the money and jumped from
the train. As he did so Wilson shot at
him twice, but failed to hit him.
Thompson returned the fire. shooting
Wilson in the stomach fatally. The
fellow made good hie escape to the
mountains. Officers are after him.
50
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SCATTERING GOLD.
The money-kings of the East are nee
scattering their gold all through the
country, every cross-roads bank havine
within the past two weeks been supplieu
with a greater or lees amount, whiCh
to be paid out se rapidly as possible.
The object of this move on the part 01
the mouey-kings is to show the people
that the cry that.there is no gold iu cir-
culation, that there is not enough
the country to do business, is a mistake
but they will find that they can not de
ceive the people in that way. The pen
ple will remember that six months age
no bank would pay out a gold piece tc
anybody. mid they will see that this
gold :is now being put ont simply in
hopes that it may have the effect of sav-
ing the single gold standard from defeat
at the hands of the-people ou November
3rd. The amount of gold that has beet
brought to this country since the begin-
ning of this gold movement amounts Lb
000,000, an according to Bradstreet the
seanethiugl, the neighborhood of $40,•
major part of this sum has beeu distri-
betted to inderior points, there to be pale
out by the banks to the farmers. The
effort of the Bank of England to check
the flow of gold to this country by rais-
ing its discount rate to 3 per cent ha:
not succeeded
DYENG OUT.
The gold craze is dying out. The
men who were proud' to be known as
members of the party of -Abraham Lin-
coln will refuse to line vp with Mark
Hanna's Shylocks and their Democratie
camp followers. Hon. H. S. Cochran,
one of the beet-known lawyers of Iowa
and a life-long Republican, iu a recent
address said : denounce the St.
Louis Republican platform becaurie it
seeks to stab to death the Constitutiou
of the United States. It seeks to en-
graft upon the Constitution, without
consulting the States which made it.
the treaennable sentiinent that congress.
as agent of the people, shall not coil:
money without eonsent of foreign pow-
ers. It was made at the dictation of the
gola gamblers of Wail street and Lon-
don. It was made in the face of all tht
the patriotic utterances of every leading
Republican statesmau in the country
and repudiates all they have heretofore
gaia and done. It stultifiee% itself am
farmers and the honest producers on the
fern and in the factory and everywhere
will see to it that gold gambling in this
comary shall cease, and unjust discrim-
ination shall not be tolerated."
IN THE FIGHT TO STAY.
Hon. Arthur Sewall, the Democratie
caudidate for Viee Preeident, in his ad-
dress at Boston last week said: "My
friends, we are in this fight to stay. This
light is between the people on one side.
the producers of wealth, the defenders
of our country, against the properone
class, as we are told by the other party.
the money barons and their allies in
Europe. I need not tell you when such
parties are allied against each .other,
which will win. There is only out
question between the parties. There are
ouly two parties to-day, one for the peo-
ple, the laborer and the producers of
this country, the other for the gold
standard_ Behind its entrenchment:
you will find all the trusts, nil the mo
nopolies and allehe enemies of the peo-
ple. You Had the representatives of our
foreigu as well as our domestic ene-
tnies.''
_
Those who do the moat talking about
an international agreement on the sil-
ver question are the ones that least want
it, but they know that it is pretty safe
to talk that way, as it is not at all likely
that there will be oue. There will.
kowever. most likely be one after this
country has restored silver to its right-
ful place. England and other nations
.a ill then be glad to come to terms.
The Wilson bill did not go into ef-
fect until Aug. 28, 1894, and still the or-
gans of the Protectionists tell you hoe
naufh lower wages were in 1893 than ie
18U2, and 1894 than in 189.3-both under
tate McKinley bill Several thonsane
strikes and lockouts followed the enact
meet of the'McKinley bill. Its first ef-
fect was a reduction in wages, as every-
body knows.
Even England and France have
trouble atout their gold. Wallin the
past fee/ weeks the Bank of Mngland
has lost $31,000,000 of gold and the Bank
of France has ion $16,000,000. The
grwater portion of this gold came to the
United States. How long it will stay
here is, however, the question that most
concerne us.
Our domestic trade is fifty times
gr,ater than our foreign trade. Fre#
°ea rage of gayer would revive out
'•ho•ne market" by making it possible
for the people to buy. Raising the tariff
a few testae, could only affect our for-
eign trade. The tariff question is at-
tale- insignificant beside the money
qte stion.
. 
The Owensloro Messenger saes:
" ..11e Ihenocrats who do tea support the
Cai-sago platform im simply eo Demo-
crat. He is a contradiction iu terms
ap : the Democratic party is no place
for him."
______
_ 
The St. Louis Globe-Democrat remarks
that "Mr. Bryau does so much talking
th it he has no time to do any thinking."
Mr. Bryan, unlike Mr. McKinley, did
his thinking before he began his talking.
The mor;nionea any country has in
circulation, the more prosperous that
country ie. The history of the , world
for aster; proves the truth of that state-
a
m nt.
_
Th bankers ard money-lenders of
evexy erort aro lcoking out fsr them-
selves, and unless the people do likewise
they will most aasaredly get left.
Drat-nee% C tueot e lard
by local applications, as, they cannot
reach the ciaeased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness
and that ia by constitutional remedies.
Deafnees is caased by an inflamed con-
dale° of the mucous lining of the Eus-
tachian Tube. When this tube gets in-
flamed you have a rambling Sound or
imperfect hearing, and when it is en-
tirely clared deafness is the result, and
unless the inflamation can be taken out
and this tube reeteired to its normal eon-
diton, hearing will -be destroyed - for-
ever ; nine Canes out of ten are caused
by catarrh, which is notaing but an in-
flamed condition of the melee:Me surfaces.
We will give one hundred dollars for
any cage of deafness, Icaused by catarrht
than can not be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & (20., Toledo, 0.
_Sold by druggiste, 75c.
/la's flintily yin. are the best.
7 
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AN OUTRAGE.
The railroad c;empanieti will find out
when it's too late that they made a very
serious mistake by going into polities.
Ehey are now using all of their vaid
powers in the interests of monopoly
agaiest the interests of the people. The
railroads are public servants, created by
the laws that the people have enacted,
and they have no right whatever to do
anything that is contrary to the inter-
ests of any large part of the people,
whereas in this case they are working
against the interests of all the people ex-
eept a mere handful. A decent regard
for public opinioneo say nothing of good
policy, should prouipt these corporations
to at least make seine show of neutrali-
ty, as they are bound to see the power
if the people to control them through
Legislation. The railroad officials being
publ c servants should certainly treat
their maeters, the people, with ordinary
On October thel there is to be
a conventiOn of Democratie ',dubs in St.
Louis. As there will be a large atten-
dance. Chairman Jones, of the Demo-
cratic National Collimate, was anxious
to know what rates would be madaso he
sent hia stenographer to the Central
Passenger Agency, in Chicago, with a
request for the information. Instead of
giving a civil reply to a civil question,
the railroad magnate flew iuto a passion
and after abusing the aneesenger, told
aim there would be no special rates for
such Democratic devils as the delegates
to St, Louis. These railroads are, how-
ever,_hauling thousands of men, whose
'Janda are compelling them to go toCau-
ton, for almost nothing. The attitude
if these cohporations toward the people
is au outrage, but there will come a day
of reckoning.
THE REPUBLICAN PRESS.
The Republican press has a great deal
to day about suppression of negro votes
&II the Southern Stated,. but so far we
have failed to see anything denouncing
the meatier in which the railroad corn-
utuies and other large corporations all
wer the country are compelling their
.mployas to go to Canton to hear Mc-
Kinley speak, and attempting to pre-
vent them from registering, because
they fear that the men, with the secret
Oallot in their hands, will vote for Mr.
Bryan, will vote to protect themselves
Against the combinations of capital that
are now crashing them by compelling
them to work for starvation wages.
Ninny of the large corporations hare
wen gone so far as to notify their em-
ployes that any of them that join free
silver nlubs or take part in any sort of
a free silver moyement will be dis-
eharged. Then again, maoy of the cor-
porations have compelled their employes
to contribute to the Republican cam-
eaign fund. All these things are passed
wer in silence by the gold-bng press,
eut long krticles are written about the
alleged srippreesion of the votes of a few
aegrues, who have not sufficient intelli-
zence to understand the first principles
If the questions at iesue. For every ig-
aorant negro voter in the South whose
eote is suppressed, thereeare a dowen in-
telligent, and in maoy caries well-oft-
-Med white men in the North whose
rotes are suparessed hy some means, or
who, by threats of dii-harge, are com-
pelled to vote contrary' to their wishes,
"[impelled to vote the Republican ticket,
us that is the ticket of the 'money pow-
r -and it has been by such means that
the capitalists have kept the Republican
party in power for so many years.
--_-
__- -
 _
The object of the adeption of the
Auetralian ballot eystem by a majority
if the States of ahe Union was to enable
ill men to vote their sentiments secretly,
end in that way put an end in a great
measure to corruption at the polls,
which it does do, because the man who
would purchase votes can have no as-
surance that they are east according to
eontract, as nobody is likely to have
implicit confidence in the word and
honor of a man who would sell his vote.
rhe eystem also protects men who work
for large corporations and who, through
fear of- losing their . situations, would
not dare to vote their sentiments unless
it could be dove secretly. The railroad
companies and the corporations of all
sorts finding this law blocleing their
way, have grown desperate, and realiz-
ing that they cannot control their hnn-
dreds of thousands of employes if they
m to the polls, as the ballot boxes tell
:to tales, have decided to bull-doze them
And prevent them from registering so
that they cannot vote agaiiastMcKinley,
the representative of the money power.
Thie attempt to disfranchise thousands
upon thouaands of voters shows that
there is `no extret lity to which the
money power will not go in its efforts
to crush the masses ader its iron heel,
and it should Brous' - he people to greater
exertions to free teemselves. Unless the
people rise up wed throw off the yoke at
the approaching election they will never
Coe able to do it, as four years more o°
;old rule will so strengthen the grasp
of the money power that farther resist-
ance will be out of the questien. It's
aow or-NEVER.
.
WILL FREE THEMSELVES.
The goldsbugs have become desperate,
and they are now bull-dozing and in-
timidating, using every means, fair and
foul, to force the workingmen to sup-
rt the candidates of the money-power.
The workingmen of ahis country have
been oppressed 'by the money-power so
long that'they will not lose the oppor-
tunity to free themselves that is pre-
sented to them in Mr. Bryan's candi-
lacy, t nd while, in order to hold their
places, they may apparently acquiesce
in what their gold-bug booses may gay,
yet when they go to the polls on the 3rd
of November next with a secret ballot
in their hands, they will not cast their
ballots for the candidate of the money-
power, the candidate. who is being rttn
by a syndicate.
A citizen going to a bank to draw ont
mcriey can be forced to accept silver,
bat let him undertake to pay off his
mortgage in silver and he will soon dis-
cover that gold is the only money of ul-
timate payment when it comes to set-
.
thug with the money-lender.
It is said that Russell Sage lies awake
all night for fear the workingman may
net get the beet of him. Russell Sage
and Hanna and McKinley all love the
workingman-love him because they
need his vote.
The railroad companies have made it
cheaper to go from one end of the conn-
try to the other to bear a gold speech
than it is to go a few miles to hear a gi--
ver speech.
It's the greatest wonder in the world
that the gold-bng press has not aecteed
Mr. Bryan of setting fire to the Burns
factory.
It has been held that congnmption 's
hereditary, and the fact that one persen
of a family had died wita consumption
was considered a sure rign that other
of that family could not escape it. This
is partly true and partly untrue. A
man with weak lungs is likely to trans-
mit that weakliest, to his children. But
there is no reason iu the world why the
weaknesa should be allowed to develop.
Keep the lungs full of rich, red, whole-
!some blood, and the weakness will dis-
appear. Decaying tisanes will be
thrown off, and new material will be
added anti/ the lungs are well and per-
fectly strong again. This is the thing
that Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis-
covery does. This is what makes it
cure 98 per cent. of all cases of ' eon-
sumption where it ie taken according to
direetions. It searches out disease
germs wherever they may be in the
body and forces them out of the system.
It supplies the blood with rich, life-giv-
ing properties. It makes the appetite
good, digestion perfect. Flend 21 cents
in one-cent stamps to World s Dumen-
nary Medical Association, Buffalo, N.
Y., and receive Dr. Pierre's 100te page
"Common Sense Medical Adviser," pro-
fanely i/lustrated.
lift THEY LIE.
To see how' the average Republican
ocwspapers lie it is only necessary to
rend the following paragraph front the
editorial columns of the St. Louis Globe-
Democrat :
-It will be easy enough to diet t Mc-
Kinley, but t4e mere election of Mc-
Kinley will not satisfy the demanda of
the time. The work must be done by
an overwhelming majority-a MajorIty
large enough to criash the life out of the
Democratic party, the author of this
country's woe, from the rebellion of
le61 to the silver craze of 1896."
In the first place the editor of the
Globe-Democrat does not believe that
-it will be easy enough to elect McKin-
ley." We say this because the editor is
well-poeted in politics, therefore, lie
could not believe it. He knows that if
McKinley is elected at all it will be
only by the hardest work ever done and
the expenditure of the largest SEMI of
money ever made iu any Presidential
campaign that has ever taken place iu
this country.
In the next place,•he knows that he
does not state the truth when he gays
that "the Demoeratic party has been
the author of all 'this country's woe
from the 'rebellion' of 1861 to the silver
craze of 1896." Ally man at all familiar
with the history of this country knows
that statement to be false. The editor
ot the Globe-Democrat knows, or at
least ought to know, that there was no
-rebellion" in this country in 1861. He
knows, or ought to know, that the only
"rebellion" that ever took place in this
eountry was when the thirteen colonies
in America rebelled against the King of
England.and,after ahard fight,liberated
themselves. He knows well that the
war between the States that began in
1861 was not a "rebellion," but he sim-
ply uses the word "rebellion" for the
purpose of tiring the Northern heart,
and, in that way, if possible, keep
Northern men from supporting the
Democratic ticket, but he will not be
able to do that. He knows that the
1861-1865 war was not a "rebellion," be-
cause of the fact that when the States
originally formed a anion for mutual
protection it was distinctly understood
that each State reserved the right te
withdraw trom that union whenever it
might see fit, whenever that union
ceased to be beneficial to it. This right
was never denied until the Abolitionists
began to agitate the slavery question,
and during the war and for a few years
after the war-and it was only denied
then for political reasons, because the
newly organized Republican party de-
sired to retain control of the Govern-
ment and knew that by denying
the right of the Southern 'States
to withdraw from the Union, ,by
calling the brave, chivalrous 'people
of those States "rebels" they could keep
the then prejudiced Northern heart
fired. Of late years all honest men ac-
knowledge that the States did have the
right to withdraw from the Union at
the time they did.
The Democratic party,as all men who
know anything, did not brieg about the
war.but thateguathe other hand,the new-
ly organized Republican party-organiz-
ed for that purpose-brought it about.
forced it upon the South, as all fair-
minded men must acknowledge, and
the man or men who speak of the sons
of the South ns "rebels" either do so
through ignorance or else because of a
desire to gain some sort of an advantage
by masrepresentation. The war has
been over go long that the Globe-Demo-
crat ought to have been willing to have
let it drop, but as an organ of the gold-
bug Republican party it sees defeat stile
ing its candidate in the face, and it has
grown desperate and in its desperation
it is willinig and ready to say anything
that it thinks might gain one vote for
the eyndicate candidate for the Preei-
dency. The majority of the men of the
North, however, have put the war lx.-
hind them, and the Globe-Democrat and
other Republican organs will find that
such raking up and falsifying of the dead
past will not gain any vote.; for the can-
date put forth by the organized greed
of the country.
Lastly-as for the Democratic party
having been "the author of the coun-
try's woe" since the war-the charge is
simply ridiculone, as every sensible man
must acknowledge. The'greatest blow
struck the people since the war was
strucir in 1873 when a law was passed
demonetizing silver! Did the Demo-
emetic party do that? Well, not pinch!
That actbrought about every eeononnc
trouble that we have since had.
Since the war the Demix-ratic party
has not been in power more than two
years-and by being in power we mean
had the executive and both branches of
the legislative departments at one and
the !same time, without which it can not
be said to have been in power, because
it could not under such circumstances
enact or repeal a law except with the
assistance of the Republican party. The
Democratic party was not in power dur-
ing Mr. Cleveland's rrst term, because,
while part of the time it had control of
the House, the Senate was Republican,
and it was only during the first two
years of his second term that the Demo-
cratic party can be said to have been in
power since the war, as that was the
only time when it had the President
and theHonse and the Senate and could,
therefore, pass any law without Repub-
lican permission. Therefore it will' be
seen that the Detuocratic party eau not
"possibly have been the cause of the
country's woe from the rebellion of 1661
to. the silver craze of 1896," but it can
be readily seen that the Republican
party and its organs will regort to any
sort of a lie in hopes of gaining an ad-
vantage in the 'present cdntest for the
Presidency.
$100,000 WORTH'OF SILVER.
Helena, Mont., Sept. 26.-Mr. Chas. E.
Ely authorizes the publication in the
Post-Dispatch of the following letter : •
Helena, Mont., Sept. 1, 1896.
MR. Cues. E. ELY, Helena, &tont.
Dear Sir :-I hereby authorize you to
publish that I will 'Make a contract for
one hundred thousand dollars 4100,000)
worth of silver, for which I agree to pay
one dollar and, ten cents 41.1O) per
ounce in Unitedlitates gold coin, and to
be taken as soon as W. J. Bryan, as
President of the United States, has
signed a coinage bill. which will provide
for the free and unlimited coinage of
silver at ratio eompared with gold at 16
to 1, and if any of those who are talking
about 50c dollars desire this eoutract,
and are willing to put up a forfeiture, I
arn prepared to secure this offer by a
forfeiture of twenty thousand dollarti
420,000).
I feel confident that I can arrauge
similar contracts among my circle of
business acquaintances for twenty mil-
lion dollars iti4o,000,ofloi to be taken one
million a month for twenty montles af-
ter the signature of such a bill.
Truly yours,
R. H. Kaztsscomorr.
This offer was sent by Mr. Klein-
schmidt to the New York World. The
editor of the World declined to publish
it, but wired to Helena to ascertain if
MrKleinechmidt was responsible.When
the World found that Mr. Kleinschmidt
was entirely responsible, it dropped the
matter. -Mr. Kleinirchmidt is one of the
leading merchants of Helena and owns
large interests in gold mines in this
State, and his ability to form a syncii-
cate of Montana millionaires that will
agree to take V0,000,000 worth of silver
at $1.10 per ounce in gold, as soon RP a
bill providing for the free coinage of
silveras signed, is unquestioned. What
is left now of the so-called 50-ceut
dollar?
Notice.
All persona holding claims against C.
M. Brown, deceased, are notified to file
them with us, properly verified accord-
ing to law, within the next sixty days;
and all persons indebted to the said
Brown are notified to come forward and
settle. J. W. DOWNER,
C. H. Braun
Executors of 0. M. Brown.
se22,d2w,w4t
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Books Will be Opened From 7 O'clock a. m.
to 9 p. ni.
The regular registration of the voters
in Hopkinsville will be held Tuesday,
Oct. 6th, from 7 a. in. to 9 P. m.
All persons who expect to vote at the
ensuing election will be required to
register at this tinte. The law makes
the following provisions, which will ,,be
of interest to every voter :
Every native-born male citizen of the
United States, who haa reeided iu the
State of Kentucky one year, in the
county of Christian six months and in
the precinct in which he expects to vote
sixty days prior to the election may
register. He need not live there sixty
days to register, but if, by election day,
he will have lived there sixty days amid
in the county six months and in the
State oue year, he may register ami
vote.
Naturalized citizens of the United
States who produce to the officers of
registration, if demanded, their natural-
ization papers. and who have the neces-
sary qualifications as to residence may
register.
Section 1,478 determines the residence
of a voter as a follows : "That shall be
deemed his residence where ltis habita-
tion is, and to which, when he has the
intention of returning.
"He shall not lose his residence by
absence for temporary purpogee merely ;
nor shall he obtain a residence by being
in a county or precinct for such tempo-
rary purposee, without the intention of
making the county or precinct his home.
"By removing to another State or
county, with the iutention to make his
permanent residence there, he loses his
former residence.
So, also, he logeg his residence here by
removal to, and residing iu another
State with tliT intention to reside, there
an indefinite time, or by voting tftere,
even though he may have had the in-
tention to return here at some future
period.
"The place where the family of a
married man resides shall generally be
considered his residence, unless the
family so resides for a temporary pur-
pose. If his family is permanently in
one place and lie transacts his businese
in mother, the former shall be his reei-
dence."
Under the Wullace eke hien law, now
repealed, the clerk of the election or
registration had the deciding vote in
"sae the judges differed, but under the
present election law, section 1,484, the
sheriff of election and registration must
act as umpire be t Neen the judges.
_
CONCORD CULLINGS.
-Con«rd, an, 1896.
EIMTOR NEW ER A-
lt hiee been sometime sinee:I had any-
thing to say in the columns of yore'
most t xriell;mt peper.
Farmers have aLoat finished housiae
and curing (heir tobacco, which in many
instances was fearfally damagtel by
worme.
The tobacco crop in this tieighborhoefel
will next year be a very light crop, if
farmers stick to what they say. At leasit
two-thirds say they do not intend to put
out a plant. If every tobacco grower
would plant less and make a better arti
ele we would Lot hear E0 much com-
plaint of low prices.
We heard a gold-bug gay that if Me-
Kinky was eleeted everybody worn'
plant large crops of tobacco and get
good prices for saint.. We are constant-
ly receivieg letters from gold-bug men
who say if we elect Mr. Bryan we are
enre to get in the middle of a bad fix
Now ea way' *.ms: y to the gold s tender. ,
men that we are us near in the midrib
of a bad fix as we eould poesibly be.
Give us silver; we are willieg to risk it.
Our fathers and grandfathers lived ans.
prospered under a silver administration :
educated their children, got pay for
their produce, wore good clothes ans.
had surplus money left, and had no
money-sharks to tell them what they
had to do, how they must vote, and who
they must vote for. Ilurrah for Bryan !
Dr. Clardy will speak at Concord next
Friday night ; speaking to commeoce at
half prat seven o'clock. Turn out, you
McKinley men, and learn your duty and
vote for men who have the good of their
country at heart.
Oor Sunday-school at this place will
be at nine o'clock on Sunday moruing.
instead of three in the efternoou. The
prayer-meeting will be Sunday night of
each week, inetead of Saturday as here-
tofore. TRUE BLUE.
THOSE BROKEN RE3OLUTIONS.
Adopted its This City in ths Presence of
the Boltocratic Nominee.
Following are tho resolutions adopted
at the Appellate convention in this city.
It will be remembered that Hon. John
W. Lockett, 13oltocratie nominee for
Congrais in this district, was a delegate.
to that convention of Democrats and
participated in all its proceedings:
Resolved, by the First Appellate
district of the State of Kentucky iu con-
vention assembled, that we heartily en-
dorse the platform of principles enunci-
ated by the 'National Democratic Con-
vention held in Chicago ,•July 7, 1896.
and pledge ourselves to the support of
the aominees, -Bryan and Sewall, for
President and Vice President.
That we hereby call upon all of the
•3 era of this district, regardless of
former party affiliations, tojoin with us
in a united effort to secure the election
of the nominees thereof, and also the
vutogmaionnees. of the present Ar pellet° con-
Reefolvedahat this convention eudorse
and commend to the patronage of the
Democracy those newspapers only which
with a braverY born of true Democracy
stand firm and loyally endorse the prin-
ciples of the Democratic National con-
vention, and we cordially recommend
to the patronage of the Democracy those
papers which endorse and support the
nomination of W. J. Bryan and Arthur
Sewall for President au 1 Vice Presi-
dent, and the nominee of this conven-
tion fair Judge of the Coart of Appeals.
Asa 
Building Lots For Sale.
Two nice lots on South Main stre et.
Appal this office. jy18.
Mrs. Anna Gage, wife of Ex-
Deputy U. S. Marshal,
Columbus, Kan., says,
-I was de i vered
of TWINS io
less than 20 min-
ctes and ith
scarcely any pain
after using only
two bottles et
"MOTHERS'
FRIEND"1
DID NOT SUFFER AFTERWARD.
Sir Pe n t Fizz= o raM 1 ,
MUM led friss.
BRADFIELD REGICIATOS CIL, ATLANTA, (AL
• SOLD SW ALL DittliitilaTis
••• raeseaes.e.
REGISTRATION DAY. TAMMANY DEMOCRATS
October Sixth is the
Appointed.
Time A MosL Enthusiastic Recep-
tion Given Mr. Bryan.
THE REQUIREMENTS. WIND'S AWFUL WORK.
Many Vesiiels Go Down at Sea and Many Un-
fortunate People Find a Waery Grave.
j:=1T-4, IAL TO NEW ERA)
New York, Sept. 30-M r.13ey an'e work
is telling on his physical strength. Af-
ter his speech in the Tammany wigwam
in this city last night he was too tired
to apeak, as he had been expected to do,
at the stands outside the wigwam, or at
those in Linen Square. It was an-
nounced to the crowd at Union Square
that Mr. Bryan were "iu a state border-
ing on physical crollapse."
The gathering at the wigwam was an l
immense one, and _the enthnsiasm was I
unbounded. The streets for squires
around the wigwam were blocked, the
people being so densely packed that the
police were powerlees to make their way
about through the crowd. Tammany
4)11G:id itself last night as far as enthu-
siastn was concereed, the members tear-
ing the air with their shouts. Eveti the
Associated Press, that does not often re-
port anything correctly that is Demo-
cratic, says that the affair Was a most
remarkable one. Every man that en-
tered the hall was presented with an
American flag, and when Mr. Bryan
Said anything that pleased the auditincei
the crowded hall seemed to be one huge
wave of stars and stripes. As Tammany
is cosmopulitan, on several stands there
waved with the predominant "Star
Spangled Banner" the flags of Italy, of
Ireland, of Germany, and also the Union
Jack of England.
John C. Sheehan, the leader of Tarn-
many, selected Mr. John W. Keller to
preside. After Mr. Bryant's speech set
resolutions were offered and adopted.
After declaring the uMewerving alle-
giance of "TheDemocracy of New York
City" to Bryan and Sewall. aud voicing
the (1(4111mi-then of gold and the corre-
sponding adulaCon of silver, they
touched on State matters, denouncing
the Raiues law and the-lairt Republican
Legislature, indorsing the State Demo-,
cratic ticket and platform, called upon
the United States Goveruntent to inves-
tigate alleged cruelty to American citi-
zens coevicted of political offenses and
confined in British prisons., and closed
with a declaration that the National
Administration should take prompt steps
to investigate "the reported imprisout
merit and butchery of non-combatant
American citizens in Cuba, and if facts
warrant it, demand immediate redress."
_
KENTUCKY POLITICS.
[soiretat lc NEW LitAl a-----
Lonisvitki Sept. 30.-Chairman Som-
me re, of the Democratic State Commit-
tee, has been doing some figuring on the
result of the approaching election. In•
dependeet of accesesions from the Repub-
lican ranks. he estimate* that Mr. Bry-
an will carry Kentneky by 19,000. He
expects 11,000 free silver Republicans to
vote for Mr. Bryan, sat-citing his major-
ity to 30,000.
Mr. So:ureters bases his cal-nlations on
reports reeeived from polls made of the
school districts of e State, covering
all or parte of al! CI) counties except
Jefferizon. He fina at there are 14.7)1
aold standard D nate in the State,
an I also 13,340 f • :Jeer Republicatis.
He thinks that of .1_043,340 free silver
Republicans 11,0e0 e '11 vote for Bryan.
senile he does tic! I that near that
many gold standie emoerats will vat*.
for McKinley. le iio time has theme
been ally probal.iary of McKinley car-
rying Kentucky et the Demoeratic
Committee will not t ease for oue moment
to work until the close of the polls on
November 3d, as it wants to make Mr.
Bryan's majority ae large- as possible-
SO large that the Republicans will never
again have gall enough to attempt to
earry Koltun ky.
NcKinley's Prayer.
The following was written by a drum-
mer and given oat for publis :
Our ,Fatie r, who art in England,
Rothschild be thy teime; thy kiniedom
conie to Ainerica; tear will be done in
the United States as it is in England.
Give us this day our bonds in gold, but
uot iu silver. Give ns plenty of labor-
ing men's votes te lees p monopoly
power and its friends- iu office. We
know, onr Fether, that we have done
many timings that were wrong.
have robbed the poor and brought dis-
tress to many a poor man. We kuow
that it was wrong to refund the bonds
and make them payable in gold coin.
We know that it Was wrong to water
our stock, brit thou knowi st we make
money at that. Now, onr Father, thou
knowtst that we are above politics; it is
the same to us whether gold Democrats
or Republicans rule, for thou knowest
we are able to sway such parties in our
favor. Lead us not in the way of the
common people, the farmer or laborer,
and aLove all deliver ns 'from 16 to, 1,
thus shall we have the kiegdone.bonds
interest, power and gold- until the ;re-
public ellen end. AMEN.
Gladness Comes
With a better understanding of the
transient. nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish bcfere proper ef-
forts-gentle efforts-pleasant e fforts-
rightly directed. There is comfort in
the knowledge, that aci many forms on
sickness are not due to any actual din
ease. but simply to a constipate condi.
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs. prompt-
iy removes,. That is why it is the only
remedy with millions of families. and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Its beneficial
effects are due to the fact. that it is the
one remedy wh:ch pronaotes ioternal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get, its bene-
ficial effects, to note when ou per-
cheek.. that you have the genuine arti-
ale, which is marnefuenured by the Cali
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and bold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjoyment of frc health
and the svetem is regular. laxatives or
other reniedies ere then not in tided. P
afflicted with any actual diseaee ono
may be cammended to the mead ',kit Cu
physicians. but if in need ef a laxative
one ahould have tne be-r. and with the
well-informed everee e.1-e. Syrup
Figg standee highest semi s neat largely
sued and gi . as moat. eauer ea
.
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FACTS ABOUT THE FAIR HOWELL. HAPPENINGS.
The Meeting Begins on the
8th and Ends the I I th.
SOME REGULATIONS.
The Ethibition of This Year Promises to Be
One of Unusual Interest.
The-Christian County Fair will com-
mence on Thureday, Oct. 8th, atal cen-
time'. three days, and it will surpass any
previous meet of recent yeare. Good
pnograme have been arranged for each
day. The ring exhibits, running and
tmtting races, agrictiltaral nnd floral
hall displayg will please everybody.
Liberal premiums will be given. The
priees of admiesion will be only 25 cts.,
and ladies and school children will be
:ulmitteal free the first day.
The Fair Company has made many
inovations this year and introdueed uew
features which will tend to elevate and
establish the fair in the confidence of
the people. It their purpose to make
the Christian County Fair an institution
in which the citizens call take pride-
teri institution St Weil shall be identified
with every iutereet calculated to further
the interests of the pc-eplc.
Some of the importunt rules and reg-
ulations decided on are as followg:
The exhibition will commence each
day precisely at 9 o'clock. All entriea
must be made before first tap of bell for
each ring.
All stocks and every article offered for
exhibition must be under control of the
MaArlslhalspLeed rings require five entrice
mid three to go, and 10 per cent. en-
trunee fee will be charged.
, No article shall be removed from the
Floral Hall until 12 o'clock, the last day
'of the Fair, except by the written per-
mission of the Board
All exhibitors will be required to pro-
duce tickets of admission before enter-
ing, the gates.
No diserderly condnet of any kind
will be permitted. A police force w ill
be mama the ground gufficient to prevent
the game, and see that all rules are
faityally observed.
The President, or one of theDirectory,
shall attend each Awarding Committee
in viewing the different classes of stock
or articles, and no pereon other than the
Judges or Officers of t14 Association
and grooms, will ber allowed to be pres-
ent in the ring.
No intoxicated permit shall exhibit an
animal, contend for a prize or remain
on the premises.
All entries for exhibition maid be
proinptly made, and exhibitors must be
careful to have the entrY nerd, frirniehed
by the Secretary, placed upon the aui
m.al or aitiche before entering the ring.
Exhibitors of thoroughbred cattle, of
any breed, shall, be required to give
number and page of record, and no aui-
Mal over one year old not recorded shull
compete in Thoroughbred Ring, Num-
ber and page of record shall be put on
entry card, to be examined by Judges.
The Directors, pruming that any
gentleman they may cheese will net act
as judge if in any way intereeted,
therefore will allow no objection to any
Judge selected.
No person will be permitted to enter
the ring to show his own stock, and a
violation of thie rule will forfeit the
premium, provided, however, that this
rule is not to be construed as prohibiting
any one from driving his harness or rid-
ing his saddle horse.
Persons living abroad can make their
entries, rent stalls. etc., for their stock,
by addressing letters to the Serrotann ;
but in such cases if the entry be of live
stock, the applicant must give the name
and the age of the animal, 'tante and
re-ideuce of the owner, and 'class he
wishes to enter.
The President shall be competent to
decide any question of emergency ; but
if, in the judgment of any two Direc-
tors press-tit, his decision is in violation
of the rights and interest of the Associ-
ation, upon their suggestion to him of
such fact, he ehall call all Directors
present to consider and decide such
question.
All Trotting Races to be 3 in 5, unless
otherwise specified. Money must ac-
company each entry.
Any horge distancing the field will re-
ceive only first money.
A record matle after Ang. 1 consti-
tutes no bar to eutry.
No ent:y fee will be charged on in-
side rings. Twenty per cent will be de-
dueted from all premiums, except on
exhibits in Floral Hall.
All entrieg to Speed Riugs close at 7
p. m., Oct. 7th.
No intoxicating liquors will be allow-
ed Le be sold on the grounds.
All speed huge will commence
promptly at 1 :30 o'clock p. In.
Army race can be pectponed from time
to time on aceoent of weather, at the
discretion of the directory.
No Deaths Reported.
Diphtheria is said to havebroken out
in Madisonville, but no deaths have
been reported. The dread diteease ap-
peared in Madisonville and Earlington
abort a year ago, resulting in the death
of eeven children.
The protracted Meeting at Olivet,
which had been in progrees for two
weeks, closed last &Hula,' night, the re-
suit being 31 additions. Large crowds-
attended every service. It was conduct-
pastor, assisted by Rev. A. F. Gordon, lids Thcm In .Lndless Varieties.ed by Rev. W. H. Vaughan, the regular
of Tenneesee.
Lewis Setvall's horse became frighten-
ed last Saturday night while returning
from (-larch and began kicking violent•
ly and filially reared up and fell back
and broke its neck. Mr St-wall Alla the
young lady with him fortunately escap-
ed without injury.
Miss Josie Stafford and Miss Seay,
Clarksville, are visitiog the familyllof
Mr. Bnd Word. '
Misses Addle Brodie and Elsie Kimer-
ling, of Church Hill, visited Miss Fannie
Boyd laet week.
Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Wills who left
this county in 1880 and have been liv-
ing Padueah sinee, are here visiting
their numerous relatives. Mr. Wills
seems to have found Ponce de Leong,
vainly sought fountain of youth for the
sixteen years of absence have left but a
light impress on his physique and jelli-
ty and good humor are both unimpaired.
Mr. and Mrs. Jegsie Evans, of Tren-
ton, visited here this week.
Miss Edua Ilopkins, who is attending
the- female college in Clarksville, visited
her sister, Mrs. Mat Major, at Herndon,
last week.
Miss Edna Slimpshin, of Belleview,
will arrive in town to-day to visit Mrs.
L. M. Cayce. Boys, leave your hearts
Golladay, of Roaring
Springs, visited her cousin, Mrs. Chas.
Fox, last week.
Esq. Austin Peay, Judge Hanbery
and others will speak here on the issues
of the day next Saturday at 2'o'clock.
Col. S. F. Embry has accepted a posi-
tion as general traveling agent for a
large publishing house in Philadelphia.
He will go on the read in about ten
attys.
Capt. Bell is Strong.
The convention to nominate a Demo-
eratic candidate for Senator from Chris-
tian and Hopkins eounties to fill the va-
valley caused by the resignation of
Judge Landee, met at Hopkinsville and
nominated Mr. C. D. Bell, of Christian
county, for the position, says the Hust-
ler. Mr. Bell wag the late Populist can-
didate for Congreva fromu this district
and is a most estimable gentleman and
very strong in his home county with all
parties. The Christian county conven-
tion to nominate a candidate for Repre-
sentative to fill the vacancy caused by
the death of Hon. Cy. Brown w)ta post-
poned till Thursday.
Circuit Court.
The regular fall term Of the Circuit
Court began in this citi last Monday
with Judge James Breathitt presiding.
The docket for'the term is quite -a large
one, as there have been a great many
snits brought since the last seseion of
the court.
No business was transiteted last Mon-
day except the impaneling and charg-
ing of nen-and jury. The grand jury
selected was as follows:
Henry Kelly, Foreman ; Joe Twy man,
Geo. W. Crick, John Rose, A. S. Cald-
well, Montgomery Adams, Peter Postell,
Jr., R. F. Brumfield, W. A. Anderson,
J. M. Kistner, William Johnson, Logan
ChTahteMfaoallowing pettit juries have been
impauelled :
J. J. Hendricks, W. W.Cadwallader,
Robt. L. Boyd, John Ferguson,
J. M. Alder,
J. W. Armstrong, jJos. C°°Smook,t,
Jno. B. Martin, J. B. Sizemore,
Chas. Mar.hatn, Sylvester Leavell,
Napoleon Gregory, Chas. Yancey,
Jno. McCord,
M. A. Fritz, 
Henry Howard,
C. C. Reynolds,
Geo. H. Major,
Jas. F. Pyle,
T. H. Harnett,
Geo. Dabney,
W. A. Reid, •
Watt Summers.
Stead,. at the Head.
Aug. J. 'Sorrel, the leading druggist of
Shreveport, lea., says: ••Dr. King's
New Discovery is the only thing that
cures my cough, and it is the best seller
I have." J. F. Campbell, merchant of
Safford, Ariz.. writes: "Dr. King's
New Discovery is all that is claimed for
it ; it never fails. and is a sure cure for
eonsumption, coughs and colds. I can-
not gay enough for its merits." Dr.
King's New Diecovery for cousumption.
coughs and colds is not an experiment.
It has been tried fOr a quarter of a cen-
tury, and to-day stands at the head. It
never diaappoints. Free. trial bottles at
R. C. Hardwick's drug storf.
TWENTY WOMEN ARRESTED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.)
Ckicago, Sept. 29.- By order of time
Mayor of the city, tbe Chief of Police
this morning had his men to raid one
of the largest pool le001118 in the city.
Among the people arrested were twenty
of the most prominent and wealthy
women of the city. The women were
indignant and termed the conduct/el
the officers as an outrage, hut the !rin-
ions of the law were immovable, as ithey
had been instaueted to arrest everybody
that they might find in the pool room.
The women later gave bond, which they
will allow to go by default, us they do
not desire to appear in court. The ar-
reet of these women has caused a greet
stir in fashionable society, •where they
are all prominent, some of them being
amongahe recognized leaders.
"How happy I be with either
Were the other dear charmer away.' IA
The r:pest.- leaf and
the purest are,-...zel in the
manufacture "13attic ci_ncl no
matter how much _you pay for a
much :.-.)mar:sr ci a-.17 other high-
grade brand, you cannot buy a better
chew than "Batde
For ccnts you get a picce cf
"Battle Ax" almost as large as the t
1!- 1,"lw's 10-cent piec-i
Lir
Wirt
et. 41611 liwer
•
New Goods! Ncw Goods.
‘4,b
-T *""i
THIS NUEK
Just m From the Eastern Markets.
Come and compare Qualities. Styles AND PRICES and be convinced that it is to you• interest
to buy wheee you can obtain strictly reliable merchandise at lowest possible prices.
rt), Always SOMETHING NEW in
lahhh4 ;h r.: q . this line. Black, and Fancy-is Silks, Silk and N ool and All
‘1,x,1 Novelty Rough Suiting, Fancy and Staple Dress Goods in black and color-
ed. The newest thing in the nuaket in Dress; Trim:Mugs.
CAPES and JACKETS. My stoek of Capes and Jackets is 
LARGE
AND WELL ASSORTED and
Prices io Suit All.
Underwear, Hosiery. I dave a MAGNIFICENT STOCK of 
Mee's,
Ladies' and Children's Underwear and Hosiery
to seleet frome and yon will alao find my hue of Blankets, Carpets. Rugs. M
at-
ting, Oil Cloth and Linoleum and every other line of goods in my store well as-
sorted and up-to-date. Be sure you soe my goods and get prices before buying.
All my Men's. Laaies' apd Children's SHOES WILL BE CLOSED OUT 'AT
WHOLESALE COST.
T M. JONES.
aL)lktN.,"NI -,47"41t..i `a.V4a- %NAL •46._
rill C
PIG St ,„
THE ifiAC4ET.N
$40,000 worth of new and seasona-
ble merchandise. New goods daily.
SHOE WEEK.
Ladies' shoes. per pr,
Men's shoes, per pr, ere
Ladies heavy glove grain
shoes, 98c
Men's heavy oil prnin
creoles $1.00
Men's heavy kip ties 97e.
Baby shoes
Children's shoeg, sizes
to 8, 4Fie
Children's shoee, size- •
to 11, • •
Children's heavy schooi
shoes, 60c to 90c.
EVER1 PAW bl'Alt AN 'TED.
SEE OUR SHOW WINDOWS FOR
BARGAINS.
lootOFTiTs I -THE RiEl(ET.
J.11.
I N
ruff
te4
el•
ciWESSIEwLAsns-sssz
SSFASS SSS.4.7 -St4
19FALL OPErtio
- OP--
\-JINE MILLINERY 4,
AT
0) "THE LEADER„
OCTOBER 1st 2nd and 3rd.
s \\ c Lase teis season fnr surpassed any . f our previous ef-‘„,
forts to give you
Correct Styles at Popular Prices.
Also a full and compiete line of handsome capes and jackets
children's reefers and long cloaks. infanta cloaks and Barques,
feathers, bows, etc. We have Leen successful in procuring
the exclusiy, vale of the celebrated
BUFlELD CLOAKS AND FURS.
We only ask that you see them before bu; ing elsewhere. Ev-
body ceelially invited. •
Mme. Flurette Levy.
A Large Proportion
of the mereha t tailo,ing
busineEs of Hopkit.sville
comes r ay, not b. ut
reason • for we ' Nati, h nut
univ .the la-gest and best
•
stock of ma•I Fiats for suits,
trons.ers ard overcoat-, but
because we have gs practical
monopoly in the art a• cut-
ting and fining If you see
a st lish suit, 't ou may be
certlin A. CLARK made it.
ET YOUR
CERIES
J. M. BULLARD
streit, ext, door to helltliChltin OILCC.
e
A full line of staple gild fancy groceres' Pay h;ghes
market prices for country produce. Vree delivery at al
hours to any part of the city. Telephone 91.
IT'S EASY
TO BE SEEN
That we are the leading Mer-
chant Tailors in the city-by
g at our custou3e4--who
ays' wear the best made and
most p• rfeet garments to be
seen on the streets. Our line -
consists of the most eacellent
woves and latest figures, in the
largest varkty shown by auy
house, white you always have
the satisfaction of knowing when you come to 1114 your
clothes are cut by the most experienced cutter in the State,
and made by the most skilled labor. It is only necessary
to mentioh that Mr. F. T. Gorman is at the head of thi
department to guarantee perfection. . Rememter the place,
corner Hotel Latham. Successors to N. Tobin R Co.
M137" CIL C:04.
Somebody Will Marry g
This Woman.
She Is an ee0noinIrtng, care taker.
a housekeeper si ho knows ll:e
value of touniat, Vatic and rest. and
always
CLAII1ETTE
SOAP i
Thls great soap has Inereafted the
happiness of man) a woe!).
8.4d every• 11.64, oak, by
Ts. N F • ee:ailevny, letft.
- 
A 
_ • S
AvE ynn rore Throat, • •rnp.hr, C• 'I. 1U Ca.lored Soots, J./A , Cr.C.
•••5. In Month, Belr•raatairl "it. Out,
F. at EDE CO., SOT INLaseal s Zees P•
1,3r rants cit harsh •-.-01•4
al. 115015.000 Worst easel eared to 1
n U5 ea) s. Oeswawsi beak free.
Doctors Say.,
Liiiiousand Intermittent Fevers
which prevail in miasmatic d's-
tricts are invariably acconipan-
'. - 1. . derangements of the
. . -itch Liver arid Bow
at- The Secret. of Heal .
the liv-er is the great ", ..iv.rig
wheel" in the ineehaihism 4.
.ian, and when it is out of order;
be whole system becornes &--
,Ingred and disease is the resuit;
Futt's Liver rii4
Cure 0 Ls.zr Tro..:Mesr
• 41.• AP
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v
V
•
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Messrs. J. T. Brown and J. M.
Meacham of Crofton, were in town last
Friday.
Mr. J. M. liamsey, of Trenton, was
here Saturday.
Mr, Phil Roberts, of Gracey, was
here yesterday.
hti EflieiWood, of Cerulean, was in
the 5Ity Saturday.
Miss Louie Ragsiale, of Lafayette,
was shopping here Saturday.
Mews. Lee Watkins and Herbert
Cox, of Gracey, were here Saturday.
Mesdames Russell and McGuire, of
Trenton ,were in town snoppingSat'day.
Mrs. M. A, Masai and the Mimes
Radford, of TheSquare, were in the city
Saturday.
Miss Mary Penn, of Cerulean, is visit-
ing her sister Miser Jabs Penn, on Sev-
enth street.
Mr. Thomas Edwards and family have
moved into the Bell cottage on South
Virginia street.
Miss Mamie Cobb, of Dixon, is the
guests of her cousins. Misses Selena and
Maggie 11111. on Ninth street.
John Harped left last Saturdry for
Louisville, where he will enter the Uni-
versity of Medicine Monday for a third
term.
Carl Non Su-tter and wife, of Jack-
son, Miss., arrived here last Friday to
visit Dr. J. A. Gann and family, on
Sevii Virginia street.
S Northam, of Lafayette, was
-V ednesela r.
afr. Frank M. Quarles, of Howell, was
in :own Wednesday.
Dr. P. Edgar West, of Ferguson, was
in town Tuesday.
Mr. Will Q. Fox, of Howell, was in
the city this week.
Miss Sallie Summers, of Cadiz, was in
the city Tuesday afternoon.
Miss Francis Barr. of Bowling Green,
who is attending South Kentucky Col-
lege, Is quite sick at her sister's on Ma-
ple street.
Free Silver Papers.
We will furnish von the following
papers in convection with the WEEKLY
Nee teas for one year at following
y1,2;
.1 uati Weekly Inquirer and
1- New ERA, $1.25.
-r Louis Republic (semi-weekly) and
A EltKLY NEW ERA, $1.73.
Cincinnati Weekly Enquirer, St
Louis Republic (isemi-weeklyi and
Wrangles. NEW Etta, all three) V4,00-
The Shakers of Mount Lebanon, a
munity of simple, honest, God-fear-
rues and. women, have prepared the
ieer Digestive Cordial for many
y- as, and it is always the !tame simple,
honest, curative medicine that has help-
ed to make the Shakers the healthy.
long-lived people that they are. The
Shakers never have indigestion. - This
is tautly owing to their simple mode of
life, partly to the wonderful properties
of Seek -r Digestive Cordial. Indiges-
- aed by the stomach glands
applying enough digestive juice.
14er Digestive Cordial supplies
Nee its wanting. Shak a- Digestive
•v tiTigorates the stomach and all
its wa,ids so that after awhile they
don't need help. As evidence of the
honesty of Shaker Digestive Cordial.
the formula is printed on every bottle.
Bold by druggists, price 10 cents to
$1.00 per bottle.
Can't Beat Rim.
Whit hopes has Franks of beating
Dr ,ety? He can not possibly carry
the r, RepuBlican vote of the dis-
t -e he is antagonized in that
i:y some book or crook he so-
-ii the noinination, but no sooner
iie get it than the Republicans went
,Irk to set him off the track. Be
;id not "get" though, preferring to
we suppose, at the hands of Dr..
airdy. Ledger.
They Confessed.
The three Newton brothers, who are
charged with killing Ed. Smith at Gol-
den Pond e , Trigg county, have been
taken to Cadiz and placed in jail, says
the Mayfield Democrat. The boys,
while undet arrest at this place, did not
appear the least disturbed over the sit-
uation. All of them are country boys.
They being boys, there is much sympa-
thy felt for them. The young men con•
teased to having killed Smith. They
stated that three shots were fired at
Smith. The confession was made to
Policeman Williams.
Part of the Money.
MUIR Katie McDaniel, Superintendent
County Schools, has received the follow.
ing notice:
Frankfort, Ky.. Sept. 25, '96.
DEAR SIR: It is now evident that the
Treasurer will not be able to honor my
warrant on the first of October for more
than 20 per cent, of the fund appor-
tioned the schools for the present year.
This is due partly to the fact that many
sheriffs have been slow in remitting to
the Auditor and partly to the fact, as
you are aware, that a large deficit in the
fund of laid year had to be met early in
July from this year's fund.
'Very respectfully,
W. J. DAVIDSON.
Elo etrie Bittern
Elictric Bitters is a medicine suited
for any season, but perheps more gen-
erally needed when the languid, ex-
hausted feeding prevails, when the liver
is torpid add sluggish and the need of a
tonic and *Iterative is felt. A prompt
use of this medicine has often averted
long and perhaps fatal bilious fevers.
No medicine will act more surely in
counteracting and freeing the system
from the inalarial poison. Headache,
indigeetion, constipation, dizziness yield
to Electrie 'Bitters. 50c and $1.0, per
bottle at R. G. Hardwick's drug store.
Awarded
Highest Hor.ors__World's Fait
• D Z.;
BAMNfi
PO
MOST PERFECT MADE.
A .
i501A kirrIlor• 11, A , VW other adulterant,
dop yamt.) Tha STANDARD.
f Tartar Powder. Free
•
a • 1}001Jatie.aiMal Wan matter,
October 2, 1896.
OURT DIRECTORY.
  PREACHERS GO HOME.
$1.00 A YEAR. .
etaFeiree at the poster's-4) In ilopkInsAIlle They Were Royally Enter-
tained In Hopkinsville.
ALL APPOINTMENTS.
CIRCUTT COURT-Ft& MOUtitk in Julie
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember. Where
Quaarantv COURT-Second Mondays
In Janaary, April, July and October.
?mut Goner-First Tuesday in April
and October.
Coxre Conwr-First Monday in every
mouth.
HOME & SOCIETY
J. W. Wyatt, of North Todd, was in
the city last Friday.
Mr. Thos. F. CLacely, of Kennedy,
was here last Friday:*
Miss Mary Herndon has gone to Gam:
hia,Ohio; to enter school.
Mr. and MN. U. B Leaven. of South
Christian. were in the city last Friday. one or more interesting ineidents eon
neeted with each gathering of the
preachers.
At the conclusion of Dr. Morton's re-
marks, Rev. C. 0. Jones, D. D., made
an appeal for chureh extension. Owing
to the lateness of the hour when Rev.
Jones began his address, he found it
necessary to be very brief. His address
was eloquent and convincing.
This morning the jubilee services
were continued at the Tubernacle. Pray-
er meeting service was held. This was
conducted by Rev. D. Sigler. At nine
o'clock, Rev. J. D. Lewis, formerly of
this city, delivered an exhaustive re-
view of the second twenty-five years of
the conference, and Rev. Gross Alexan-
der followed with an able educational
review of the body
An adjonrnment for dinner was then
taken. This afternoon the exercises
were continued.
Judge Joe NI- Carroll gave out inter-
esting facts in an address, the subject of
which was. "Hopkinsville and Hopkins-
ville Circuit."
Rev. Robt. Browder. of Princeton,
made an excellent talk on "The Louis-
ville Conference in the Twentieth Cen-
tury." His address was attentively
listened to.
The local correspondent to the Cou-
rier-Journal writes:
The fiftieth annual session of the
Louisville Conference of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, now in ses-
sion, in this city, is destined to be a
memprable one in many respects, among
others for the immense throng of vier-
toi s in attendance. The strangers
present would of themselves have filled
the church last evening, to listen to the
conference sermon, which was preached
by Rev. J. S. Scobee. The sermon was
especially appropriate to the occasion.
as tit contaiued much valuable informa-
tion cencerning the organization of the
Conference, which NVIAS perfected Octo-
ber 14, 1846, with forty-seven ministers.
Bishop Andrews presiding. Rev. L. B.
Davison, whose name now stands first
on the conference roll, was admitted in
1842, and from then until now has
never once missed attending theAnnual
Conference.
The present is the fourth session of
the confereece held in this city. It met
here in 1858. Bishop Kavanaugh, of
Louisville, presiding, and again in 188$.
Bishop MacTyeire, of Nashville, presid-
ing. Among the prominent ministers
in attehdance on the conference are:
Dr. J. T. Atkins, of Nashville, Sunday-
school editor; Dr. J. D. Barbee, of
Nashville, agent for Southern Methodist
Publishing House; Dr. J. S. Tigert, of
Nashville, editor of the Review; Rev.
Z. Meek, of Catlettsburg, editor of the
Central Methodist, and Dr. R. K.
Brown, of Nashville, P. E., Nashville
district.
The program of Friday afternoon
was carried out as anticipated by thn
NEW Etta After addresses by Judge
Joe Joe McCarron, on "Hopkinsville
and Hopkinsville Circuit," and Rev. R.
W. Browder on "The Louisville httin-
rename in the Twentieth Century,"
Revs. 0. V. Foskett and .W. K. Finer
occupied the rostrum and made enter-
taining and instructive talks on Sunday
school work.
A very interesting subject, "The Ep
w-orth League," was taken up. Rev.
M. F. Thomas addressed the audience
and told of the growth of _the order and
of its purposes. He made an excellent
talk. He was followed by the Revs. T.
C. Petah, T. C. Frogge, J. M. Lawson,
R. F. Hayes, R. Y. Thomas and L. B.
Davison,each of whom made ten-minute
speeches on this topic.
Services were resumed at the Taber-
nacle at 7:30 p. m. A large audience
was present and thoroughly enjoyed the
exercises. The 'tinging was delightful.
The topic of the evening exercises
was "Anniversary of tfie Preachers'
Aid Society." Rev. J. W. Lewis D. D.,
first addreassd the congregation, and
his remarks were timely and to the
point. He was followed by the Rev. G.
W. Briggs, D. D., who kept the undi-
vided attention of his hearers. His ad-
tress was one of the most pleasing that
has beett delivered.
Sat. morning another business session
was held at the Methodist Church. The
audience room was crowded to its ut-
most capacity.
The Class of the Second Year was ad-
mitted to full connection with the Con-
ference. The following preachers were
in the class: E. N. Metcalfe, F. M.
Thomas, J. 0. Smithson, W. A. Hynes,
F. M. Petty, U. W Pangburn, G. Y.
Wilson, Fletcher Williams, T. L. Hults,
W. T. Miller, Beaumont Pon.
The reports of several committees
were read and action taken on them
The committee appointed to investi-
gate the case of the Rev. John S, Cran-
dall, charged with immorality, reported
that they found the accused not guilty.
It was decided to refer Rev. Orandall's
cam to the committee on "General Un-
acceptability."
Henderson wairselected as the next
place of meeting of the Conference.
Franklin, Kentucky, was placed in
nomination, but the motion was- with-
drawn before a vote was taken. The
time of the meeting will not be an-
nounced until next May, when the
Bishops meet.
Mrs. Brown, representing the Or-
phan's Home. of Louisville, made an
appeal for funds. A collection to be
given to this institution was taken up.
It amounted to $140.
Dr. Boss, editor of the Christian Ad-
vocate, and several other preachers
made short addresses.
The Bishop and the Presiding Elders
met Saturday afterllioon for the purpose
of arranging appointments for the en-
suing year. No information that may
be relied on has been given out regard-
ing appointments, and it is said that
uot even the members-- of the Cabinet
are positive about whom the Bishop
will send to the various towns in the
districts.
Rev. L. M. Rumen preached at the
Christian Church Sat. afternoon. Sat.
night at the Tabernacle addresses o
the "Anniversary of the Missionary So-
ciety" were. made by the Revs. H.
C. Morrison, D. D., and J. H. Young,
Ph. D.
Conference adjourned at half past
two Monday afternoon. Bishop Wilson
left on the first 0. V. train for Charles-
town, Mo. 
_
Mon. morning Rev. John S. Crandler
was suspended from the Conference and
the ministry for one year.
The parsons have gone home and the
Eoery' Member of the Conference
VIM Be Located this Year.
Nearly every seat in Union Taber
nacho was occupied Thu. night and some
people' -ere in the gallery. The occa
sion was the beginning of the jubilee
services eomemmorating the 50th mini
Priory of the Louisville M. E. Confer
enee.
After an inspiring. song service and
several impressive prayers, Rev. David
Morton, D. D., addressed the congrega
tion. He reviewed at „length the pro-
gress cif the confelrence from' the initia
sessioa the present year, and relate(
, 1 th, • :et are
crowing thankfulness.
Hopkinsville entertaited the Metho-
dist preachers and delegates royally and
the visitors.hvere lavish in their praise
of the hoipitality they received. One
of the last transactions of the bnainess
session was the passing of resolutions
expression appreciation of the kindness,
courtesies and favors extended by the /
people, the preps and tailroads.
The transfers to the - Misville Con-
ference were ann6unced by the Bishop
as follows:
L. T. Cole from Mississippi Confer-
ewer).
T. P. Crowe, from White River Con-
ference.
Jno. W, Chapman, from Baltimore.
HI I). Moore,. from Galston Confer-
.
ference. " a
J. B. Stay, from Tennessee Confer-
ence. 7
The preachers transferee: from this to
°thee' conferences are: •
J. H Young, to Baltimore,
C. 0. Jones, to, Milstein Conference.
J. N. Thrasher, to White Rh-er Con-
feren'ee.
L. T. Cole, to St. Louis Conferenee.
J. B. Leay, to North West Texas
Conference. - '
The mehintments for the ensuing
year follow:
ft teasicra,Versas pletrffte'r.
J. M. Lawson,
Ja
Adairville, D.
residing Elden
es A: Loins.,
BoaleSa
Allenstille, J. W. Einuierson.
Elkton, C. Y. Smith.
Sharon Grove, J. E. King.
Kirkmansville, J. 0. Smithson.
Trenton, A. T. Pyon.
Hopkiuseille, II. C. Settle.
Crofton, Miss., W. 0. Picard.
Lafayette, G. W. Lyon.
Auburn, D. S. Campbell.
Elkton Circuit, P. H. Davis.
Hopkinsville Circuit, T. V. Joiner.
pewisburg and Drakesboro, Elias
Smith.
Missionary See., H. C.!Morrison.
Professor Vanderbilt University,
Gross Alexander.
Strident in Vanderbilt, Eugene Bar.
eleon.
LEBANON DIS:RFT.
C. R. Crowe, Presiding Elder.
Lebanon, J. L. Edrington.
Bardstown and Samuels, B. F. Biggs.
Bardstown Junction, A. E. Barrett.
Springfield, B. F. Atkinson.
Bradfordswille, J. -L
New Haven, W. E. Lyon.
Mannsville, J. L. 'Reid..
Campbellsville. G. S. King.,
Greenbarg and Early, R. H. Rose.
Summersville, R. 'B. Campbell.
Sheperdsville, Bernard Pos.
Buffalo, W. B. Lucy.
Upton, A. G. Fraser.
gunfordsville, J. S. Mitchell.
Thurlow, Smith Givens.
Casey Creek, Miss., John W. Tabor.
Jeffersontowu Circuit; A. L.Alell.
COLUMBIA DISTINCT. '
George Needham, Presiding Elder.
Columbia, J. J; Thompson.
East Columbia, Grant Reynolds.
IBreedings, A. C. Gentle.
Fountain Run, B. C. Russell.
Crocus, 2. J. Campbelh
Bear Creek, E. R. Bennett.
Albany, G. Y. Wilson.
Wayne, U. S. Tabor.
Barksville, (To be supplied), C. R.
Payne. •
Remit, T. L. Hulse.
Monticello, J. C. Burkholder.
Jamestown, W. F Ford.
Temple IIill, W. R. Godbey.
Russell, Miss.', (To- be supplied), N.
.Winfrey.
Eilmondton, sTo, be.supPlied), T. J.
Wiufrey.
Peytansbare, 0. W. Pangbw n.
South Fork, Miss., (To beanppliedb.
A. J. Craig.
Summer Shade, J. R. Brown.
et:;)::,); ••:
V. Elgin, Presiding Elder.
Henderson, R. W. Browder.
Audubon, W. R. Smith.
Corydon, J. C. Petrie.
Robards, P. C. Duvall.
Morganfield Station, R. F. Hayes.
Morganfield Circuit, G. M. Everett.
Madisonville, J. T. Cherry.
Hanson, T. J. Randolph.
Slaughtersville, J. C. Brandon,
Sebree City, W. W. Riser.
Dixon, J. F. DeWitt:
Caseyville, T. L. Crandall.
LOVISVIILLE DLATRICT,
J. W. L'etvi8, Presiaing Elder.
Walnut Street: M. B. Chapman.
Broadway, J. P. lofcrerran, and W.
Q. Vreeland.
Chestnut St., E. W: Bottonrley.
Main Street, W. C. Brandon.
Jefferson St., D. L. Collie.
Portland, J. D. Sigler.
Rivers Memorial. to he supplied.
W. Broadway, G. E. Foskett.
Fourth Ave., H.15. Moore.
Jeffersonville, G, F. Campbell.
Clifton, E. P. Crow.
Wilson Memorial, S. H. Lovelace.
Lander Memorial, F. M. Thomas.
Middletown, A. D. Lethhford.
Asbury, L. B. Davison.
Anchorage, J. S. Scobee.
Student Kentucky Wesleyan:College,
Fred Pfeiffer.
Secretary Board Church Extension,
David Morton.
Conference Missionary Secretary, E.
M. Crowe.
ELIZARETILTOWN DISTRICT.
0. B. Overton, Presiding Elder.
Elizabethtown, T. C. Peters.
Hardinsburg, S. K. Breeding.
Hodgensville, B. F. Orr.
Vine Grove, C. F. Hartford.
Brandenburg, E. E. Pate.
Big Spring, D. F. Walton.
Long Grove, R. C. Eove.
Falls of Rough, B. A. Cundiff.
West Point, W. T. Miller.
McDaniels. J. B. Galloway.
Stephenport, E. N. Sletealfe.
Coustantine,•W. T. Davenport.
Louisville Circuit, S. P. Stiles.
Wolf Creek, R. vy. Shemmell.
Leitchfield, G. F. Cundiff.
South Leitchfield, W. A. Hynes.
Millerstown, Miss., W. R. Wagoner.
Hardin Springs, M. M. Hunter.
PItIN(EToN DISTRICT.
Princeton and Rock Spring, 11`: .A.-
Mitchell.
Marion, F. T. Hardison.
Tolu, R. D. Ben!!' **
Y 1
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AMMO
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
A cream of tartar taking powder.
Hiahest of all.in leavening strength..-
Latest United States Government Food
Rei ort.
!Weal. BAK1N0 POWDER Co.,.NewYork.
Shady Grove, W. H. Archey.
, Salem, E. D. flogger's.
Carrsville, R. T. McConnell.
Smithland, W. W. Prine.
Grand Riuers, B. F. Sheffer.
Eoldyville, L. W. Bros der.'
Kuttawa, L. M. Russell.
!' Cadiz, J. D. Fraser
I Cerulean Springs, L. E. Campbell.'Canton, B. A. Brandon.
Star Lime Works, Robt. Johnson.
Greenville, J. T. Rushing. •
Greenville Circuit, J. S. McDaniel.
13:Leeson, J. W. Crowe.
Student Vanderbilt University, H. T
Reed. •
BOWLING tiREEN DISTRICT.
S. X. Hall, Presiding Elder.
State Street, W. K. Piner. -
Bowling Green Circuit, V. P. Thomas
Franklin, J. P. Stubblefield.
Franklin Circuit, G. W. Shugart.
Glasgow and Dover, F. E. Lewis.
.Woodburn Cite:tilt, J. F. Redford.
Scottsville, P. L. King.
Horse Cave, Joe S. Chandler.
Glasgow Junction, H. G. Summers.
Smith's Grove, T. II. Mon is.
Richardsville, E. V. Doe ell.
Rochester, J. R. Crandall.
Morgantown, C. D. Ward.
Chapel Hill, S. F. Ashbrook.
Canner, J. W. Love.
Conf. Colportera J. D. Gilbrain.
Barren River, Miss., to be supplied. -
Scottsville Circuit, J. J. leuddell.
Agent Preacher's Aid Society, T. G.
Harrison.
OWENSBORO DISTRICT.
G. H. Hayes, Presiding Elder.
Settle Chepel, G. W. Briggs.
Maint St., W. F. Cashman.
Owenstoro Circuit, W. C. Hayes.
Yelvington, C. W. Hes.ser.
Rome, J. T. McCortnick.
Calhoun, Silas Nowten.
Beech Grove, E. M. Tibbons.
Hartford, James IS. Chandler.
Hawesville, U. G. Foote.
Pateville, Miss., C. F. Williams.
Cloverport, S. 0. Shelly.
Cervalo, J. H. Richardson.
Lewisport, F. M. Petty.
Fordsville, J. P. Bogart
South Carrollton, R. Y. Thomas.
Livernuire, R.• C. Alexander.
Rosine.: T. T. Roland.
Pleasant Ridge, C. C. Black.
Death From Vertigo.
Capt. William McCampben, former
Sheriff of Trigg county, died suddenly
last Monday night of vertigo at his home
in Rockcastle, aged fifty-three years.
He was a Confederate officer in the late
war.
Smith-Long.
Mr. W. D.,Smith, a prominent young
farmer ef Montgomery county, Tenn.,
and Miss Nannie Bell Long, of this
county, were married at the home of
the bride's parents, near Crofton. Ky.,
last Sunday night by Esquire John W.
Collins.
•••••••••.--.-
Spialtings This Week.
Judgh T. J. Morrow aill Speret at
Macedonia Frielpyanight_aral at Conso-
lation Saturday afternoon. Er. Clardy
will speak Friday afterroon at Bluff
Springs and that night at Concord. Sat-
urday light he will speak at Manning-
ton. Friday W E. Ragedule and Juhu
S. Bryon will speak at Cracey, end W.
R. Howell et Cesky.
Fourteen Baptized. •
The revisit meetieg at Salem came to
an end Sunday; The seivicee were in
progress two weeks at the Salem Beptiet
Church, conducted by Rev. J. G. Bow.
Sunday afternoon fourteen converts
were briptized.
Killed at Howell.
Ed. Kendrick was Wel 1 to Mon-
day afternoon near Howell, in the
Southern part of Chrhetian county. .
He was driving a young horse to a
light cart. The ari'm il became fright-
ened at some ol ject and ran ff. Ken-
drick was thrown violently to the
ground and sustained injuries which
caused his death a few hours afh r the
'accideet.
Were married Wedn-aday.
Mr. S. H. King lend Mies Mary E.
Southall :were ntarried at three o'clock
Wed. goal:wit:at the home of the bride
on High street. Only a few intimate
friends and the immediate families of
the ' contracting parsons wo re pro sent
Rev. J. A. Allison, a Cumberland Pres-
byterian preacher, will .ofliehtte. Mr.
King is a deserving young farmer. The
bride-to-be is a daughter of Mr. G. W.
Southall, of the local bar. 1 he NEW
Eat wishes the young maple tuneli hep-
pi Liege.
.--- • . 
-.111••
Be Sere You Are Rieht
And then go ahend. If your blood is
impure, your appetite failing, your
nerves weak, you may be sure that
Hood's Sarsaparilla is what you need.
Then take no substitute. Insist upon
II eel's and only Hood's. This is the
medicine which has the largest sales in
the world. •Hood's Sarsuparilla is the
One True Blood Purifier.
Ifoodhi Pills are ireorurt, efficient, al-
ways reliable, easy to take, easy to op-
•aet e•
Commissioner's Sale
CIIRINTI%N ClIt( oil CorKT, KENTUCKY.
MARIE LOU1sE O'NEILL, eke. I .
EXPAIITEE, Equity.
By virtue co8 a judgment and order of
sale of the ChriStian lireuit Court, ren-
dered at the June term thereof; 1890, in
the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale on the premises on West Sev-
enth street in Hopkinsville, Ky., to the
higgest bidder, at PUBLIC AUCTION,
on
Tuesday. the 6th Day of Octo-
kr, 1896,
At 10 o'clock, a. m., or thereabout, upon
the following terms, 13 cash, the follow-
ing diseribed.property, to-wit:
The let on North side West Seventh
strei t. in Hopkinsville, Ky.. conveyed
to Lula Wileon, (now Mrs. O'Neill), by
W. M. Shipp in deed took 45, page 25,
containing 11 e, acres and lying imme-
diately West of Jesup's first addition to
Hopkinsville.
This property will be laid off into
about 48 lots, divided by streets and al-
leys, a plat of which will be found in
my office.
Terms:
cash; balance in one and two years
with interest at rate of 6 per chit, per
Menem front date until paid. '
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must execute bond with approved surety
or enreties, bearirg legal interest from
the day of sale until nine), and having
the force and effect of a Replevin Bond.
Bidders will be prepared to comply
promptly with these terms.
W. T. Fowler,
Master Commissioner.
That
Tired Feeling
Makes you seem "all broken up," %%Ab-
out life, ambition, energy or appetite.
It is often the forerunner of serious
nlIss, 
 Ill-
or the accompaniment of nervous
troubles. It is • positive proof of thin,
weak, impure blood; for, if the blood is
rich, red, vitalized and vigorous, it im-
parts life and energy to every nerve,
organ and tissue of the body. The
necessity of taking flood's Sarsaparilla
for that tired feeling is therefore apparent
to every one, and the good it will do you
Is equally beyond question. Remember
00
HIS LIFE WORK ENDED. TO
Mr. Joseph Milton Clark the
VictIni of a Cancer.
INTERMENT WED'SDAY.
Deccaied Was One of The Best-Knowe Citi-
zens et this County.
Joseph Milton -Clark, one of the best
known, citizens of Christian county
died last Wed, night at his, home a few
miles North of this city.
His death was not unexpected. For
several montlni the deceased had been
suffering from a cancer in the stomach
and had been gradually growing worse
all time.
Mr. 9114 was seventy-nine years old
and haehapept most of -his life in ,and
around-Hopkinsville. He held many
positions 'Of trust and honor and always
in is thoroughly satisfactory way. His
paternal grandfather was one of the
first settlers of Christiau county and
one its early eheriffs, in consequenne
of Matto 'Clark's. early surroundings
his education was entirely self
-acquired.
He served several years as Deputy Sher-
iff', and was twice elected to the office
of, County Assessor previous to the
adopt iou of the Constitution of 1849,and
twice elected to a similar office under
that Constitution. Besides these
offices he has served as Constable and
deputy United States Marshal, and
whilaliiing in' WadeCounty, Mo., he
was twice elected to the office of Jus-
tice of the Peace.
He was married in Polk county, Mo.,
in 1841 to Miss Maiinola Barks. She
was the mother of eight children, four
of whom died in infancy.
The deceased officiated at the hanging
of Alonzo Pennington, the last white
man who suffered the death penalty in
Christian county. Pennington, a noted
outlaw, who was convicted of murder.
was executed before the largest garb...
Mg of people ever seen in South West-
ern Kentucky. When Mr. Clark
touched a spring on the gallows Pen-
nington'a body shot through the trap-
door. ,The rope broke and Pennington
full to the ground. Ho arose, walked
hack to the seutTelil am. tied the notee
iuoael his own neck, and coolly tohl
the sheriff to press the lever.
MiTton Clark was the survivor of eight
brothers, sons of Lemuel M. Clark, who
was sheriff of Christian eouaty over
sixty years ago. The deceased had trav-
eled ell over the United States and had
seen and knew life in all its phases. Ile
was Apecially familhir with the history
of Claistiau c('nuty, and could tell in-
tenwting stories by the scores, of hap-
penings before and after the war.
The remains we buried Wedn. in
the felony burial grounds ricer Era.
That J hful Fo e Ii g
W; th the ex hilara time sense of renew-
ed health and strength and internal
(deathliness, which follows the use of
Syrup of Fine, is unknown to the few
who have not progressed beyond the old-
time aiedicines and the cheap substi-
tutes sometimes offered but never ac-
cepted by the wen
-informed.
Dial Wanted.
Bids will be received on 1() -bags of
coffee, 1a500 Rea of bacon, beat clear
Sides ; 4 tierces of lard, is ttle rendered ;
btds. of granulated auger. 10 boxes of
Greeewich lye. 3 bbls. New Orb ans mo-
Lasses, 20 cases tomatoes, 20 casks corn,
to be furnished to the Western Ken-
tucky Asylum for the Insane, Hopkins-
ville, Ky. Prices to be on goods.' laid
doevu at Hopkinsville. All goods to be
first-class iq quality. Goods will be se-
lected from the lowest and best bid oe
each article. The right is received to
reject any and all bid, All bids must
be headed in by 10 a. m. Sept. 28th.
Aa_II._Aa...DELasox, Steward.
liorkinsvilic Tobacco Market.
Reported by J. H. Enlotoli of Alfred,
Lewis & Co., leaf dealers.
Inereased receipts and large offerings
of poor and .nondeeeript tobacco with a
lower markt t on leaf were the leading
features for the week.
The demand for common leaf was not
so goad this week as the previous one,
end oinote this' grade from fee to
iower.
adiam to good leaf were 'in fair de-
man , and holds its own in price, there
beit but little on sale this week.
L s held their own, and quote them
at evions prices, and the aquatic'
. This market, this week passes
he 10,00) netelo which is the largest
number of hogsheads ever received on
this market in its history, and if the re-
reipts continue at the same rate as at
present it will round up the 23,000 notch
by the end of the year. Hopkinsville is
one of the beat tobacco markets in the
West for dark tobacco, and our farmers;
and planters are aware of this fact, and
are shipping their tobacco here. There
:lie:representative buyers here for all
grades of dark tobacco for home and
-fore ign trade. .
The late tobacco has all been cut this
wee k in very good condition, and is now
safe from frost, which will somewhat
swell the rounds.
This hie; had a tendency to stop the
loose buyers froth their wild goose chaah
in buying, and do not look for any more
donor in the loose trade for
Receipts for week.
Re( eipts for year
Sal; for week
Sales for year.
BOMA Timp.
460 hlide
  20,705 hhds
 
440 tlids
  18,076 hhds
Lutes.
Trash  Vl 90 tO ft 50
1 50 to 225
  *fStO 300
.. 8 00 to 44)0
Common 
Meetium 
Good
LEAF.
Common  50 to $500
Medium  6 00 to 7 50
Good 
  00 to 10 00
See Sam .Frankel's
new wraps and jackets.
See Sam Frankel's
nobby Clothing, Shoes,
etc.
Our Fall and Winter
stock is now all in.
Sam Frankel
:Before you buy your
winter dress goods or
cloaks see Sam Fran-
kel's.
Sam Frankel is show-
ing all the newest
styles of Jackets and
Capes.
9 Remember, Sam Fran-kel is the leader of' low
prices on everything in
clothing and dry goods,
Sarsaparilla boots and shoes and la-dies' and gent's furnish-Is the r)ett- " Tree Blexwi Purifier. ings. Call and see
Hood:a ;'=r1;:;..a.ea.$) =1;;; them.
BETTEH
Urges Conventions at Louis-
ville and Hopkinsville.
ACRICULTURAL NOTES.
The Live Stock Market-- The Webi Here and
There. - Facts for Far-diets.
AN OPEN LETTER.
Mr. A. H. Cardin, who lives near
Marion, is out in an open letter urging
the farmers of Kentucky to grow no to-
bacco in 1897, and to hold their 1896
crop, arguing that they conic! get as
much for it as they will otherwise get
for both the 1896eind 1897 crops and at
the same time relieve the overstocked
condition of the market. He proposes
calling conventions of the Burley grow-
era at Louisville, and of the growers of
the Dark at Hopkinsville, to take action
ill the matter. There is a great deal of
truth in this argument, but induce
every tobacco grower to adopt the plan
will be no easy task.
--
TIIE ('a0P.
There have been few years in the
memory of the average tobacco man
when a crop of tobacco was housed as
free of damage by frost, as the 1896 crop.
Inn the crop had got such a start, an
luitl such favorable growing weather all
through the season, that it must have
been a very early frost that would have
caught it, says the Western Tobacco,
Journal. Had there been the average
season the frosts of last week (which
were earlier than in the average year)
would have done great damage. There
ties been considerable damage in the
Durk Tobacco belt of Kentucky an)
Tennessee from worms, and even sone
damage in the Burley belt, but wide
from this the 1e96 tobacco crop of the
United States has had plainer sailing
than usual, and the average yield is cer-
tainly better than generally the case. As
to the actual outcome of the crop that is
yet to be learned, but it would seem that
it will have it shortcoming and deficien-
cies, too, judging from reports to had.
SOME PUMPKINS.
L. C. Anderson, of Bourbon enmity,
has a pumpkin vine that extends nearly
across a ten-acre cornfield and contains
by actual couat 165 pumpkins. The
leaves on the remarkable vine are as
large as an ordinary parasol, and the 111P"
PI rTEPS !amount to 127,675 hhds.
" The French and Italian types of dark
tobacco, the waappery aorta and extra
long (say 27 inches and over) have sold
at full prices this week. The common
and median' leaf ezid. lugs have been
more quiet and prices not quite so good.
Good lugs are very scarce and command
full prices:
The following quotations fairly repre-
Isentnshour market fer tobacco 1895 crop :
 $1 00 to $1 25
Common to meoni logs 1 00 to 1 50
Dark rich lune, ex' quality 2 00 to 3. 50
Common leaf 
  2 50 to 3 50
Medium to good leaf 
Leaf of extra length  5 00 to 00
\VrapperT stylm  
.35° h 57 
7 00 to 8 09
Farm For Rent.
A farm of 500 acres for rent for 1897
belonging to Mrs.' E. J. Fleming, near
Herndon, Ky., posaeasion to be given at
once for purpose' of seeding wheat. Ap-
Ply to . HUNTER WOOD.
DO YOU
USE
, r
FT • fei'tf II,
iNrs
?I, rs elegant and glYtta (more
satisfaction whenever used.
You ought to OWe it a trial.
W and W. C . Birin, Pee Dee, Ky.
Christian County
I IR, !
Hopkinsville
ame•*•••11
Kentucky.
It will Eclipse all Previous Exhibitions.
It will commence and OE'rContinue T1A ee
Thursday, 1. 8TH,Days!
A program of unusual merit will be arranged, and LIBERAL PRE NI-
IIJAIS GIVEN. The Ring Exhibits, Running and Trotting Ranee, Avri-t
cultural and Floral Hall Displays will please everybody.
Admission Only 26 cents.
Write For Catalogue!
M. V. DULIN, J. B. GALBREATH,
President, Secretary.
V777?7?rt flItt1111111IMIttr11111MITTIMM1M/IM
£1416...•
Oak-
111110"...•
111101""'
1110".'
8111.••••
C.-01.••
IIP•••-•
111 6"-"
0116"''
stems are four feet in leugth.
TRUST AND BUST.
A wegan uontainieg two women and Ms-
one mail passed through Mo•tropolis
Wo dioadey heeded North. On the rhea
wrigon cover was : "Ili God apia
we trusted, in Alabama we busted."
The parties, together with others, pass-
ed through Metropolis in June on their done.
dPh--way to Alalania.
WDAT BUYERS SAY.
Frankfort Capital Rays: "Our read-
ers in the tobacco-raiaing districts will
he interested to know that buyers who
have been out inspecting the new crop
soy that it will not be generally of such
good quality as was expected earlier in
the season. This year's crop, however,
will be better than that of 1895. The
Burley districts have suffered from
worms in some sections, but not to such
an extent as in the dark tobacco dis-
tricts."
E.+ EM NOTES. •
A dry, well ventilated house for tool-
and implements should be on every :
farm. 1 
It is said that not enough pop-corn
produced in this country to supply thi•
home demand. That is a painter.
On account of the forced early Lua- glee--
Clarity of the cotton crop this year, says On-
to exchange, it will al be gathered and !
marketed unusually early in the season
There will be very Intl- left in ti
fields the middle of October.
triO'"
kilD LUCK STORY.
Jas. A. Wright shipped a hogshead of ea-
tobacco to Louisville not long since.
Last week he received the returns, and'
what do you think they were! Fifty.
seven cents in postage stamps. Mr.
Wright is the loser to the amount of the
cost of the tobacco, cost of prizing,
price of hogshead, the latter of which is
$2. Mr. J. W. Griffith also received
returns for nine hogsheads shipped to .1)--
the ran e market. For the nine he has 111 -
et check for Vial?, an average of 541
cents.-Mayfield Mirror.
toe-The above dealings are almost as bad
as the experience of a large tobacco
handler Lear Foam, who sent a hogs- cs-
head of fair tobacco to Louisville recent-
ly. After the sale the Fulton dealer fe- i‘..-
ceived a dun for $9, having not only Oa--
loat his tobacco, but had to pay V) to
sell it.-Fultonian-Democrat
FALL GOODS.
It takes lots of "sand- these Vines to buy a stock of goods. But
inducements were to great. We plunged, and now have the
the
a
I
Strongest Line of 85.00. $7.50 and 810.00 :3
Suits Ever Shown on this Market.
In the meantime whether the result of this election be for Silver or
Gold, you are wasting "Golden Moments" if yeti have not investigated our
immenge stock of Fall Goods.
a
Mothing 'hoe
ALL come.
Conimiseioner of Agriculture, Lucas
Moore, is overwhelmed with inquiries
for wheat. He wishes to announce
that the seed wheat was all distributed
from Louisville. and there is no more on
hand. No more requests for seed wheat
can now he honored.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Reported by Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards.
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 30, 1896.-Cat-
tle.-The supply of cattle was liberal
and of pout quality. The market ruled
steady" with a fair demand for good
butcher stuff and the better offerings of
all kinds. Inferior grades were Om
gale. Prices on nil were unchanged.
The pens were fairly cleared at the
elo(%elves.-The calf market was firm at
yeisteeday's values. Receipts were light
and of mixed grades. All were me
Extra shipping 
Viittd .111pplug 
Best butchers 
Fair to good butchers 
Common to medium butchers 
CossThin, rough steers, poor
and scalawags 
Waal to extra oxen  ., 
Otoornon to medium oxen 
reeders 
Stockers 
Ii ulls 
Veal calves 
Choice nilleh (mire 
Fair to good nilleb cows
8-. •
8 345 no
2504 311
151,(q 2 25
i OK. 1 5ii
240(4 3151
rmti• 2 21
2 5043 40
2 onAS AIN)
I 7510 2141
3 0111s too
to Mi.* (0
12 ts8g.20 00
Hogs.-The hog market opened up
steady under a good local and shipping
demand.. The lighter weights were
most active and 180 to 160 lb. hogs in
particularly good request. Later the
trade hail .an undertone of weakness,
tont prices Were not affected and closed
showing few changes in the figures rul-
ing yesterday.
Choice packing and butcher., 225
suits . 11:1 0110(3 '
to good pagkIng. 1,40 to 'Am san
themi to extra lIghI, Pluto MUM
Fat shoats. 12a ii, Fla Iv. . . .
Eat .liolit., Ili/ to 1214 tb ...... .
Rough,. 150 to 401) th 
toeker% . ;•,,,.; t.
Sheep and Lambs.-The sheep arid
Iamb market Wil8 without feature of in-
terest to-day. The supply, which a as
limited and of poor quality, sold slowly
at yesterday's prices. The pens were
cleared. at the close.
etieel to wet ra shipping sheep  $2 27042 at
Fair to good ..... 404225
C ..... (lieu to medium I (1(41
ituek•  1 natal Oil
Extra 1 bs  3 81*43
l"ruIrl',g,,od 50(4,s
Nledlum butcher Iambs ..... 251a2
Tull ends or culls  1 awl us
TUE Louisciu.r. MARKET,
Louisville Tobacco Market, furnished
exclusively by Glover & Durrett, Louis-
ville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 2,679 Melee, with re-
ceipts for the same period of 1,403 hhds.
Sales on our market since Jan. 1st
amount to 132,459 hhds. Sales of the
crop of_1895 on our market It, this elate
Ntr!rf iP11 Mfft!TrftrftMtt1tIMIMMTIMMTIMPit!!!!!!!" 1
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Oh!
I Am So Happy! 1
I DID
Have My House Built 1
-BY
GLE & KREBS,
kittiA64 MMhE
Oh!
My, My, My!
WHY DIDN'T I
HaveMy House Built
-BY-
DAGG & RICHARDS?
1.1•IMML,
Lo
NI -
Prices
Hard Times
•
Lich asier to i..ewiar.
Here's One Instance
Taken at random from our tremenduous Fall and Winter stock just received.
We ,closed out, for the Er-AF riv /MN, from the
Wauchusett Shiri Co., Leominster, Mass., 1ilbdozun
Men's Fine Laundried White Shirts,
mostly plaited bosoms. All sizes 14 to 20. The cheaiest shirt in the lot is
worth $`..00.
c Offer
Choice of the Lot For 50 cents.
See Our South, Show Window for Samples.
NDERSON&E
rase • e•••
e•ik
V
4c/ a -7., * • •
ee •-
Z.re•
via
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1-31ATE OF CARBUNCLE. 
caumng itnivcs an relay to receive
them, they landed, their only welcome
the Indian warwhotp. Red me-ti tin the
beach. Red men iu the forest. Red men
on the mountaius. Red men in tap
Living gates of red men. (lutes of
Flow 
earLumle.
Aboriginal, hostility pushed bat-a,
Tire* Comas lik-fore H IY `witistne- surely now our forefethers will 
have
Owe-* aermou ppropriate to lodA• nothing to do but to take 
easy poeees-
vista& wet National CirruinstaDers. /don of the fairest 
continent under the
sun. 3'he 'skies so genial, the soil so fer-
WeattiNellsoN, Se-pt. 27.-From a nag' tile, the rivers so populous with Huey
leeted text and one to most people un- life, the acreage so inneenee, there wi
il
Rev. T. lalniage this moreinis be nothing to do but eat, drink 
and be
rBolocee a sermon apprtlarlate to indi• merry. No The most 
powerfel mitien,
Victual arid national circumstances. The by army and navy, sourded its protest
Stihjret was "(Intel of Carbuncle," the across 3,000 miles of water. Then came
telt being Isaiah liv, 12, "And I will „Lexington, and htukt'r H
ill, and Mon-
make thy wiuillws of agates and thy illoutb, and Long 'eland 
battles, and
gates of ciarburies." Valley Fvge, and Yokto
wn, and stur•
Perhaps) peestise a human disease of vanon, aithi widowliceet and erphanege,
most painful and eftticues fatal charac- nea the 13 colouics went 
threurh sufft r-
ter is named after it the church and the ings which the historian 
has attempted
world 'have never done justice to that to put urn paver mid the artist to pu
t
entenees and all euggestive precious nix u canvas, Ina all in vai
n. Engraver's
atosell1Rhe earbgnele_ The pearl that knife, arid reporter's sk
ill, und tele-
Christ picked up to illustrate his ser- graphic wire, mid 
daily precis, which
liirdi..aNd the jasper and the sapphire have made as acquainted with the he
r-
and the amethyst which the apocalyptic runs of modern battle
field, had not yet
vicoo nizteceell into the will of heaven begun their vigilance
, and the story of
have had proper recognition, but this, the American Rev
olution has never be-en
in all Um ages, is the first sermon on told and never will 
be told. It did cot
the carbuncle, take much ink to 
sign "the Declaration
This precious stone is found in the of Independetice, b
ut it took a terrific
East kitties, in color is an iatense scar• amount of blood to 
maintain it. It was
let, and helti up between yota eye and an awful gate o
f opposition that the
the sun it is a burning coal. The poet men and womeu
-aud the women as
pees at Into rhythm as he writes: much as the men
-pushed back. It was
Luke to the bussing coal whence oomees Ito a gate 
of seif sacrifice. It's as a gate of
blood. It was a gate of carbuncle,
lied La-tier Days.
We are not iudebad to history for
our knowledge of the greatest of nation-
al crises-5 Many ef us remember it, and
fethernand mothers uow living had bet-
ter keep telling that etury to their chil-
dren, so that instead of their being de-
peedent upon cold type rend obliged to
say, "On such a page 0 such a book
you can read that," will they rather be
able to say: "My father told me so,"
"Mir mother told me so." Men and
women who vividly remember 1861,
and 1862, and 1863, aud 1864, be your-
selves the historians, telling it, net watt
pen, but with living tobgne-and voice
anti gesture. That is the -great use of
Memorial decoration day, for the calla
lilies on the grave tops seen become
breathless of perfume, and in a week
turn to dust like unto that which lies
beneath them. But the story of courage
and self sacrifice and patriotism told on
plane rrus end in households and by the
roadside and in churches and in ceme-
teries by that annual reeital will be
kept fresh in the memery of generations
as 'long as our Americen institutiorat
are Worthy of preservaticn. Long after
you are Mewl yunr children will be able
to say, with the psalmist. "We have
hearth with our ears, 0 God, cur fa-
thers have told us, what work thee
didst in their days in the times of old."
But what a time it wee later years of
hemesickuess. Four years of brotherly
and siiterly estrangement. Four years
of martyrdom. Four years of massacre.
Put them in a long line, the ccutlagre
tien of eitieseaud see them light up a
whole centencet Put them in long
rows, the hospitals, making a valet me-
tropolis ef pain and paroxysm. Gather
them in one vast misemblage, the mil-
boas of bereft from the St. Lan-retie°
to the gulf, aud from the Atlantic to
te beaches. Pat the tears Jute
!ekes, and the blooi.. into rivers, and
the shrieks into whirlwinds. During
those four years Many good and wise
men at the north and south saw eothing
ahead but annihilation. With such it
nationhl.debt we cc-aid never meet our
obligations. With such mortal antipa-
thies northern and @outfit rn men could
never come into amity. Representalisoes
of Louisiana and Georgia and the Caro-
linas could never again sit side by side
with the representativeseof Maine, alas-
sechnsetts and New York at the uatiou•
iii capitol.
Lord John laneeell had declared that
we were "is leaLale burstiug nutional-
ity," and it Lad come true. The na-
tiotot of Europe had gathered with very
resige:«I spirit at the funeral of our
American republic, They had tolled the
bells on pailiamenta audneiclisiags and
lowered their Sags at half mast, and
even the lice on the other side of lilt
sea had whined for the dead eagle on
this side. The deep gravelled been dug,
and beside Babylon, and Thebes, and
Tyre, and other dead nations of the past
our &fad republic was to he auried. The
epitaph was all ready: "Here lies the
American republic., Born at Philadelt
phia, July 4, 177th. Killed at Bull Rut
July 21, Dail. Aged 83 yeare-and II
(fay& Peace to its"ushes." But Infer,
the -obsequies had quite eloped there we:
an interruption of the cefeenonies, at' .
Mit telal rosi7Trune its inorluary
surroundings.. God had made for it a
epecial reeurrection day, and cried:
"Come forth, thou reputtlic cf Washing-
ton, and John Adams, mid Thomas .lef-
ferscn, anal Patrick Henry, and John
Hancock, anti Deniel Webster, and S.
S. Frentiss, and Henry Clay. Come
forth!" Anti she came forth, to Li-
stronger than she had ever been. Her
mightiest proeperities have come since
that mime. Who would want to push
back this country to what it was in
1860 or 1850? But, oh, what a high
gate, what a strong gate, she had to push
back before she could make one step in
advauce! Gate of flame! See Norfolk
navy yard, and Columbia, and Chem-
betsburg, and Charleston on fire! Gate
of baycnets! 't_ztee glittesing rifles and
carbines flash from the Susquehanna
and the James to the Mississippi and
the Arkansas! Gate of heavy., artillery,
making the mountains of Tennessee awl
Kentucky and Virginia tremble as
though the earth itself were struggling
in its lust agony. 'rho gate was no fiery
and so red that I can think ef nothing
more appropriate than to take the sug-
geRtiousif Isaiah in the teat and call it
a gate of carbuncles.
God Save.the Norton.
This country has been for the most
part of its history passing through
crises, and after each crisis was Letter
off than before it entered it, and now'
we are at another erisie. We are tolthen
one hand that if geld is Jo pt its a stand-
ard and silver is not elevated confidence
will be restored, and this nation will
rise triumphant from all the financial
misfortunes that have been; afflicting
us. On the other hand, we are told that
if the free coinage of silver is allowed
all the. wheels of business will revolve,
the poor man will have abetter chance,
and all our industries will begin to huni
and roar. During the last six presi(leG-
tsuil elections I have been urged to enter
the political arena, but I never have
and never will turn the pulpit in which
I preach into a political atuzup. Every
minister must do as he feels called to
do, and I will net critciee him Redoing
what he considers his duty, but all the
political harieiguee from pulpits from
LOW until till. Ott of .November Will not
in all Nie United States change cue
vote, but will leave many ears stopped
against anything that such,clergennen
may utter- the refit of their lives. As a
gt oerul ruk, the laymen of cher MS
wide:rine/id politics Letter than the
clergy, incense they (the lisymen) study
politics more than the clergy ani leave
better cemortnuity of being ietelligeut
on those subjects. But' good mends,
honesty, loyalty, Christian patriotism
and the Ten Commie:drat nts-t-these we
must preach. (iOd says distinctly in the
Bible, "The silver and the gold are
mine," and he will settle the centre-
verily between tboee two metals. If ever
this country needed tile divine rescue it
needs it now. Never within my 1114tM-
ory have so many people literaelly
foamed to death an in the past few
months. lisiye you neitieed in the Dews-
papers how many men and women here
and there have been found dead, ttie
post mortem examination stating that
.the cause of deeath was hunger?
There is Lot a day that we do -riot
hear the crash of some great commercial
establishment, and as a consequence
many people are thrown out of employ-
sment. Among what we considered
comfortable homes have come priesation
and clote calculation amid an economy
that kills. Millions of people who say
nothing about it are at this moment at
their wits' end. There are millions of
people who do not want charity, but
want werk. The cry has gone up to the
ears of the "Lord of Sabaotls," and the
prayer will be heard and relief will
mime. If we have nothing better to de-
pend en than American politics, relief
will ziever coin... Whoever is elected to
the presidency, the wheels of govern-
ment turn so slowly, and a caucus ill
yonder white building on the hill my
tie, the hands of say president. Now,
though we who live in the District of
Columbia cannot vote, we can pray, and
my prayer day and night shall be: "0
Clod, hear .the cry of the soua from un-
the wheat and corn of this seneun to
such magnitude of supply, give food to
man send tweet. Thou who bidet not
Where to lay thy head, pity the shelter-
less. Thou who Las brought to perfec-
tion the cotton of the south and the flax
of the north, clothe the naked. Thou
who hest tilled the mine with coal, give
fuel to the shivering. Bring bread to
the body, intelligence to the. mind, and
*salvation to the soul of all the peOplel
God save the nation l"
But n-e must admit it is a hard 'gate
to push back. Millions of thin halide
bays. pushed at it without making it
swiug cii its head hiuges. it is a gate
made out of empty floor barrels, and
cold fire grata, and worn out apparel,
and cheerless homes, and unnuelicatcd
sickness, and ghastliness, and horror.
It is a gate of struggle. A gate of
peuury. A wee of want. A gate of dis-
appointment. A red gate, or what
Isaiah would have called a gate of car-
buncles.
A Life of fitratzgle.
Now, as I hays' alreleay suggested, as
there are obetaeles in all our paths, we
will be happieteif we comment to have
our life a struggle. I do not know any
one to whom it is not a struggle.
Loaia XIV thought he had eserythiug
fixed' just right aria fixed to stay, and
so he had the great Flock at Bordeaux
made. The hours of that clock were
etruek by figures in bronze representing
the kings of Europe, and at a certain
time of day William III of -England and
other kings were made to come out anti
bow to Louis XIV. But the clock got
out of order one day mei just the oppo-
site of what was expected occurred; as
the clock struck a certain hoer Louis
1 XIV was thrown to the fret of William
111. And so the clock of destiny brings
many surprises. and those go down that
you expected to state!, rend at the foot
of disaster mosi regal conditions trou-
ble. In all styles of lift. there come dis-
appointment and struggle_ God has for
some good reason arranged it so. If It
is not poverty, it is sickntss. If it is not
sickness, 15 15 persecution. If it is not
persecution, it I. contest with some evil
appetite. If it ha not come evil appetite,
, it is bereavereent. If it is hot one thing,
it is another. Do not get soured and
°rose and think your case is peculiar.
You are just like the rest of us. You
will have to take the bitter draft
whether it be handed to you in golden
' chalice or pewter mug. A man who hes
a thousand delhas a year income sleeps
sounder and has a better appetite than
the man who has five millions. If our
life were not &struggle, we would never
consent to get out of this world, and
we would want to stay here, and so
blecareeila the. seta AsKanciezzEn-
oration-I By the time that a mail acts
to be 70' years of age, and sometimes ty
the time he gets to be 50 years of age,
lie says, "I have- had enough of this,
and when the Lord wills it I am ready
to emigrate to a country where there
are no taxes, and the silver d the trum-
pet put to one's lips basil° quarrel with
the gold ef the pavement under his
feet." We have in this world more op-
porttapity to cultieute patience than to
cultivate any other geace: Let that
grace be streegthened in the royal gym-
'Iasi= of obstacle and opposition, and
by the help of God, having overcome
our own hindrances and worritnouts,
let us go forth to help others whose
struggle is greater than our own.
A Story.
A friend old me the other day cf
shoemaker in a Russian city whose
bench in the basement ef a build.
bug and so far undergzound that he could
see ohly the feet of those who went ty
on the sidewalk. Seated en his bond,
be (Inn looked up, and flare went the
swift tied skippiog feet cf children, and
thee the slow ard ueiform step of the
aged, and then feet with rLees old amid
worn cut, and then crippled feet, aid
he resolved he N.:mild do a kitelness to
each one who needed it. So when the
In, I with the cld tied wore cut ace
was pursing, ae would hail it cad ulnae
for it a cemfentaLle CCN eriug, for 1.o
had the hammer, und the legs, inel the
shoe lasts, and the lap stow, and the
leather to do it. And when Le mew the
invalid foot paste be would hail it and
go out and ether nedichte and crutch
and helpfulness. And when be RIM, tl.e
aged foot pnea he Lailed it and told the
old man of heaven, where he would be
young again. When he saw the foot cf
childhood pass en the eidt walk, be
would go out wit h ?seed advice and a
laugh that Kennel like an echo of the
child's laugh. Well, time went on, and
as the aboemaker's wants were vtry
few he worked but little =for bimself
and most of the time for ethers, and in
the long evenings, when he could not
so well see the feet passing on the side-
walk, he would make shoes of all sizes
and stand them on a shelf. ready for
feet that would pass in the daytime. Qf
course, as the years went on, under this
process the shoemaker became. more amid
mere Christian until one day he said to
himself : "I wish among all those feet
passieg up these on the sidewalk I
could see the feet of the dear Christ
passing. Oh, if I could only see his
feet go by I would know them because
they are scarred feet-!" That night the
shoemaker dreamed, and in the dream
be saw the glorious Christ, and he said,
"0 Christ, I have been waiting for
thee to pass on the sidewalk, and I have
seen lame feet, mid wounded feet, and
aged feet, and peter feet, bot in vain
have I hotted for thy scarred feet."
Anti Christ said to the sheereaker:
"Man,•I did pain on the sidewalk, and
you did see my feet, and you did come
out anti hail me, mid bless me, amid
help Inc. You thought it was the foct
of a poor old man that went shuffling
by; that was my foot. You thought it
was the foot cf a soldier that went limp-
ing past; that was my foot. You
thought that shoelese foot was the foot
of a beggar; that was my foot. The
shoes, the clothing, the niedicinee, the
cheering words that you wave to them
you gave to your Lord. 'Inasmuch as
ye have done it unto one oY the least of
these ye buve dem it auto we.' " My
hearers, with Vie humble spirit of Mut
Russian mechanic, let us go forth mind
help others. Havirg shoyed bath the
earbuncle gate fur yourself to miss in
anti pars en*and pars up, lend a band to
others, that they :AY( may get thiongli
the ri d gate, eial pass in, and pass 0L1,
and pass up.
Before Cate of lean.
But mark well and underscore with
heavy elastics of the ten the cider of the
gates. Gate of carbuncle before gate cf
pearl. Isiah the printer SAW the one
gate centuries befere St. John the exile
new the other._ The case pin nand east,
op-u. , The other stands teem (late
a Saviour's atonement before the gate
of cheater, pardon. Glee of peverty before
gate of afiluence. Gate of earthly trial
befell/ gate of hervenly -satieftection.
Through much tribulation you enter the
kingdcm of God if you ever enter it at
all. But heaven will not be so much sf
a heaven to those who had everythiug
its this world. A man whd had every•
!Meg in that world enters heaven, and
tie- weleeming angel apeoints . such a
newly arrived soul to a unineien, am!
payee "Go in and live there. That man-
sion is yours forever." That man thinks
to himself, "Why, I have for many
years lived in a flIallsiOD: a mansion is
no novelty to sue." The welcoming
angel rppoista some one prospered of
earth to the honors of heaven, the come
nets and thrones. The soul thMks to it-
se-If, "I had ruore honors on earth than
I could appreciate, and crowns are heavy
things to wear, anyhow." The welcom-
ing angel apphints some prospered meal
of earth to a fine landscape in the heav-
enly country and says, "%Valk there and
enjoy yourself." The soul thinks us it
self, "The place I owued on MI Hud-
son" or "the castle I had on thc
Rhine was almost x picturesque, and
then I cannot see the sunset on the river,
for it is here everlasting day and the
sun never sets." The welcoming angel
says to eowe newly arrived Rout, "Lie-
ten now to the music; the orchestra ol
heaven is about to' resider one of the
best oratorion" The soul would Hen*:
"Why, I have been hearing the best
music for 80 years on earth. Almost ev-
ery winter I heard in the Academy of
Music the 'Creation,' the 'Messiah,' and
'Jephthah.' I have heard all the great
living prima donnas and some who are
dead." Let the welcoming angel then
say to a prospered soul of math. "Go
now and net; this is the everlasting
rest." -Why," the soul would think,
"I am not tired; why do I want rest? I
have hot done a stroke of work for the
last 20 yearn I spent nay winters fn
Florida and my Renewers in the Adiron-
decks, and I am not iii ueed of res‘"
The Closing Pict meth
My hearers, heaven will not be se
much of a heaven for these who had no
struggle on earth. Bra when those 'who
.yrisb Wi tij th rd_ gate a
_ 
-row
MY text, tie gatecf callemene, come to
the gate of pelerattudsaluel it wide epee,
they evi:1 say: "Why, how ettange this
is. This is the first e:ate of valuable en-
tre:Lee in 40 years '.hat I have Relent
open." And the WI Icetniug angel will
/my to 50 r.0 Obrietien mother who
re arid a luree lousily if hildren mid
eremered them fur usefulness and heav-
en, "Co where you iease and frit
down cu si Lin velvet Lank or cushioned
thrum) you may reefer." And I leer
the newly arrived 'soul saying: "Oh,
Inyl 'What a gond thing it is to nat. I
whit co tiled. 1 w:.s turd fir 40 peva
Angel, tell we, is this an unbroken
rest? Can it le that there are no sick
children to take care of? My Lead was
so tires' pleunitig far the liousalicld en
small meanie; n;y eyes wore to tired
With Fess jag aid luittirg; ituy baca
'acted \Ville eoiag WA ik. tilGt teed° me
etorp ior in limey I There v
nething in the ZEt! I to -much meth
eel as rest. New I Lave it. Mese el
Jasus! Ble ese II le seven! Blessed rest l"
Then the we-nor:ling angel will say to
some Cleistian that en earth was deaf
alid had not heard voice cf song or vcice
of friendship, "Hark now to Ihe t ecirs
in white in they me elven in juin in
the opening piece if the temple mon
ehip, " and as the butou swings aid es
tbe deft flugers begin to feel the pulses
of the harp mid lips of wertyre breathe
on the sett lutes a praise I hear the
surprised scut just entered heaven ei.y•
hog: "31esiel Why, that is the firet I
esti. Imaid. Will it keep en.? Tell them
not to step. Wbat is tie mane of that
mitneni? Van I Lever beatil anything
like that. I. nceer Leard auythiug at
all."
ALAI ii lit i lo luild, lcug ago in Leave
pulls at the white lobe taid says. "Meth-,
Cr!" she tuna amulet ssyng:
"My child, for the fast time I leen
'lour voice. On earth I saw your butte
and felt the coil of your llond curls on
' your childish brow', but I never heard
your voice, even in play or prattle, and
1 am confused to know which is the
best music-that which the angels of
darling, ; adusicl I read about it filial
(loci render or the voice of you, my
saw the notee in the music book, end
eaw.the fingers of pianists end t rgauists
run up and down the snow buuks of the
keyboard, but I never thought it would
be anything like this. Music!" Then
the angel will say to a lifelong invalid:
"Did you ever Lreathe air like this?
Such balm! Such tunic! Such immortal
life in every respiration! Did you is el.
have any climate on earth ,like this
elimate heaven?' And the soul says:
"This is the first time in many a lung
year I have been freed from pain. ikel
passed through the. river ty that gate
the lust ache left me, and I um well,
gloriously well, everlastingly well. I
have swallowed the last bitter draft.
I have, felt the last cut of the knife. I
I have passed the last sleepier, night,
and now I realise the beauty of What
St. John mid in Revelatien, 'There,
shall be no more pain.' " And then the
martyrs and the prophets and the epis-
tles will take up the chorus, and all the
thamvered invaliiie from earth willru
in the triuu.phaut refrain ,that surges,
to and fro from at gate of heaven te
west gate. Chorus, "No snore.paita.no
pare pain, too mcro pain, no were
Fait: I"
My licarrrs, it will Le g peat heavee
ter all o Le ;get tine ugh), Let the test
ticket u for tLese who had en earth
tOthiug but struggle. Messed ail those
who Is fore tLe y trfeied•. the glee of
pearl Fumed threvish tte bate if car,
track I
4/E)
When a man owns u blooded horse he Is
plays careful of its health. Helooks rfftei
Its diet and is particular that tile feeding
.ball be regular and right. Whne he is
doing this it is likely as not that he is hint.
self suffering from some disease or discvdet
that if left to itself will go on and on till it
develops seriously.
Wilen the troubk gets so bad thet hees:sa-
uce work, he will begin to et‘e himself the
care be gave the horse at the sIzet. Thet
time to cure s disease Ii at the Oceimeng,
and better than an is to so watch youi
health that di-ease will never Manic. Good,
pure. rich, red blood is the two: onsnosee
against disenee eie, mot.' Almost all
eneasese•-e- fr,•••t t”,r•.11..t. or {to rorcri.‘lvd,
blood. k:cep to.: weed pure and wenn
and eliaga..e car, find no feothoid.
That a the principle on which DT.
Pierces Golden Mvslical rbscovery works.
It cleanses, purifies and enrichee the blood:
it puts and keeps the whole body in perfect
order. Makes appetite' good, digeetiba
stroller, assimilation perfect. it brings rud-
dy, virile health.
'1 true • cancer on my tongue and had it cut
out I consuded fifteen different 1sitt-al.:m:4
without deriving any benefit At inAt I turned
to Dr. Pierce'. Golden kledic-.1 Diacuvi ry. I
persisted in it,. tee aril my health tab, •te r than
ever before Fornrirrly Icrtni w-aind
I received Legs ito fester. wratd met heal; 11.4
ouch 1Jc-trot:on teal liienitclves."
kr,;v2t yo:•rs
.1r
e-/ •
! • t • l:r.
A.AIAL1A6A ‘1.4.1J1,..
•
Caveats, and I •• 1 Pat-
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OPP. PATE•er OrrICE. WASH'S !.1„
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PLAIN AND ORNAMEN-
TAL PLASTERER,
HOPKINSTILLE, KY.
(Formerly with Ponies &Bro.) .
Will make estimates on all kinds of
plastering mid cement work.
et1i wura vu ra
and prices reasonaree. Repair work
a specialty and wal receive prompt
attention.
ADDRESS Lock Box 420
Wallaco,
Fire and Life
Insurance Agents.
Agents for the
d Mutual BERM LIfe
of Newark, New Jersey.
--See Their New Contract.-
verything in the Contract.
Loans and real estate are
vecialties with us.
Office on West side North Main, near
Court Howe., liopkinsville, Ky.
CALLIS & WALLACE
Via. Ohio Valley Ry.
In connection with the C. 0. & S. W..
and IllinoitoCentral, to Louisville, Cin,
cinnati, Memphis, New Orlears and
points beyond.
Lv. Hopkinsville
Ar. Paducah
Ar. Memphis
Ar. New Orleans
Ar. Louisville
5 :21/ a. m. 2:53 p.m
12:00 noon 5:5(1 p.m.
6:40 p. m. 7 :10 aen.
7 :40 a. m. 7 :30 p.m.
11:10 p. ne
Ar. Cincinnati 6:40 a. m
Close connections made at Princeton
with through solid testibule trains, can
eying Pullman Buffet sleepers, and
free reclining chair care.
F. aliteliell, E. M. Sherwood,
(": P. A. Act.
Evansville, Ind, ilopkinsville
J '
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No. Odaily No. 3 daily
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Lv. Henderson 7 art " 5:0a ••
Lv. :Corydon 7 :23 • • 5' 1
Lv. Moreanfieid 6 el
Lv. DeKoven- :17 " c 37
Lv. Marion ,9:21 " .3% •
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No. 2 daily No. 4 daily
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NORTH ROUND.
Lv. Morgaefteld 9:10 a. m. 7:15 p in
Arr. Uniontown 11:35 a. in. 7:40 p. in
socen BOUND.
Lv. Uniontown 7;25 a. in. 6 p. in
Arv. Morganfield 7:50 a. in. 5:50 p. m
LOCAL FREIOHT TRAINS.
Lv. Princeton 7:15 a. in. daily.
Arv. Ilopkinsville 10:20 a. ne
Lv. Hopkinsville 6:00 p. pi. daily.
Arv. Princeton 7 p. m. daily.
B. P. Mitchell, G. F. de P. A.
Evansville, Ind.
Princeton 6:37 "
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PLUTOCRATS* REVOLT.
Wealth Arrayed Againstthe
Government.
MONEY VS.THE PEOPLE
esotv ellif Milliona in'res satt that Property Has Right to
' Run Mankind.
Ni, single issue over raised in the his•
tory r f American polities eeceecis In nu-
n. rtarne thin of opening our white and
rat:ming Our currency from the con-
tint of linen foreign and demeetio cor-
porations which sink to Milan en as as
it pi rmauent system their usurpation of
the sovereign power of issuing and reg-
ulntiug the circulating medium.
culy single evil greater than con
poretion control of the taxing power it/
'ilia of corporation control of the cur-
retell,. It is greater because when the
peeple are robbed, whether by direct or
iedarect taxation, the restate quickly
appear. But when the robbery is carried
on through contraction of cash and the
inflation of corporation credit paper
they are brought to bankruptcy before
reeliziug the cause.
The entire plutocracy is in revolt
against our system of popular constitu-
te-mat government. So' menacing a
movement of class against people has
ie v. r occurred before in our history-
net even when the same class, under the
lemiership of the Biddies of the United
States bank, captured the administra-
tion of John Quincy Adams and so in-
trenched themselves in control of the
government that they looked with con-
tempt on the attempt made by the peo-
ple under Jackson's leadership to dis-
lodge them and restore popular govern-
meTnthe. wealth of the plutocratic class of
that day was trivial compared to the
holdings of the same class now, hut
netertheless the points of similarity
between the campaign which woe
ageiest them thee and that which ha*
Ow been inaugurated are utriking in
their suggestiveness of the way history
repeats itself both in can/lc-sand results.
John Quincy Adams had bet u elected
as a Democrat, but he abandoued the
party, repudiated the principles to
winch it had pledged his administration
and endeavored to revive the Federalist-
ic party, whose fundamental maxim,
as defined by Daniel Webster himself,
was that all stable and orderly goverit-
an must be based on property,
As the fundamental ternt of Democra-
cy IS that all just government must be
limed on manhood right stud on the
etmeent cf the governed, the masses -oa
the Democratic party felt the same hot
re/teethe-la against the Adaws telminin
trption which they now feel when they
see federal officeholders contreilling the
simnel of conveutions called at the in-
swum of Mr. Wiiitney of the Standerd
olilco n pt f lm any taie Arnd Mr. Belmont, ett-c4  a 
Rothschild banks.
Andrew Jackson but voiced this just
resentment of the manses when in his
inaugural address he declared that it
was the right of the people to eject from
office those officials who had used office
in an attempt to dictate the result of
elections. It was because the people had
seen federal offices used to control state
legislatures, to dictate nominations, to
interfere at the polls, thee Jackson de-
meaned life tenure in office as foreign
to the spirit el America and declared
that whatever the evils of changes they
men- het than those/ of the permanent
tenure, width breeds in the officeholder
the spirit of insolence and of despotism.
He was again the exponent and cham-
pion of the masses when he followed hie
attack on federal bureaucracy with a
determined assault on the national bane
aed its control of the treasury and of
eongrees. Fcr this he was denounced ia
New York city and Boston its De other
Americen president had ever been de-
nuanced before. But he did not swerve.
With a supreme confidence in the peo-
ple and in his own integrity, he forceei
the fighting, keeping the aggressive al•
ways and not stopping to defend him,
self until overwhelming victory show-
ed that no man who really repretiente
the cause of popular freedom tend fear
to appeal to the masse. for support of
the principles on which their freedom
and progress depend.
On the issue as it was then presented
appeal has once more been made to tho
pinple. The plutocracy has once more
Usurped centrel of the goverunieut Jae-
nacx•rucy has once more been betrayed
by these it trusted. Once mom the mil-
lionaires of the country are in the Said
()keenly asserting that property has a di-
vine right to rule manhood and that it
is treasion to deny it.
They have drawn their lines of clam
and etude and drawn them hard. Those
et them who once called themselves
Democrats do PO no longer. They call
Else Democrasy of Jefferson and Jack-
sou, as tiny do the Republicanism of
Lincoln, un evil thing. They Rey that
the rule of the people is anarchy, and
they threaten the country meth the
worst they can do against it unless they
are alleys/el to !mole the next president
and put Messrs. Hanna mid Morgan,
Whitney • and Belmont in control at
Washington as their agents..
The issue against African slavery was
never so vital nor so eliarpiy defined as
this, for if these few tbousaud Ill1-12 who
control more than half the wealth of
the country can tlfee ik to control the gov-
ernment it means servitude for the peo-
ple, regardless of race or color. But
they caunot win. There is not money
-there are not rifles and caution enough
in America or in the world to impose
plutocracy on America as a permanent
Øoi
Against plutocracy and clam govern-
meat the'Denmeratic party lies made its
"appenl to Caesar." Anti in America
there is no king but Ciesar and no Ca.-
tar but the peeple.-St. Louis Post-Dis-
patch.
Chills an' a had sign. Chills portend
oneemina of serious disease. They
-are an early symptom of melaria. pre-
aede pneumonia, inflamation of the
bowels, and many other dangerous di-
nette-se They ehoniti neyer be neglected.
ihr. Bell's Peppermint chill Tonic cures
them. It tastes like mint candy. All
druggists guarantee it. •
-For pale by R. 0. Hardwick.
-
OHIO IS ALL RIG LIT.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA ]
Chicago, Ill., Sept. 26.-Col. McCon-
ville, of the Democratic Speakers' Bu-
reau, has returned from Ohio, which,
he says, will give Bryan 25,000 majority.
There is no use taking pills or purga-
tives to care chitin Dr. Bell's Pepper-
mint Chill Tonic cures them by itself. It
does more than that, too-it gives you a
dew dress on the inside. It tones you
tip and makes you strong. It makes
you feel some account. Sold on a guar
entee.
-For sale by R 0 Hardwick.
POLL OP OMAHA.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
; Chicago, Ill., Sept. 26-It -is claimed
at Demex•ratic headquarters that a Re-
publican poll of Omaha has just been
Made and shows 25 per cent. of the Re-
publican votes will be cast for Bryan.
Itticken's Arnica Navee
The Beet Salve in the world for Outs,
Braises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fevre Soren, Tetter, Chapped Hands
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Erup•
tionn and positively cures Pilot, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perect satiefaciou or money refunded.
Prife 25 eenta per box. . For Sale by P
0. Hardwick Hopkinsville Kv.
MURDERER CAPTURED.
FOR THE SENATE.
Capt. C. D. Bell, of Christian
County, Nominated.
HE HAS ACCEPTED
And Will Make an Act;ve Canvass From Now
Until the Day of the Electam.
The resignation' ofel edge J. I. Landes
as &manr from this eistriet in the Ken-
tueky Legislature, the death of Mr.
C. M. Brown, Christian county's Repre-
sentative, var•anciei in both
special election for November
3rd was ordered by the Governor to fill
the:I-It:le morning a tounty convention
vies held at the court-honee in this city
th select candidates for both of these
places. Mr. John Moseley was 'le •t,
chairman and Mr. James West secre-
tary. The eouvention appointed Messrs.
Hunter Wood, W. J; Withers, Ben Car-
roll, C. M. M: aehaM, 'Squire Garrott,
John A. K.'1 zee, Jim Miles, R. C, Cren-
shaw, Geo. Bradley, W. R. Howell, Juo
BrYatt, T. J. Morrow and the chair-
man, secretary, and all good Demo-
erats as delegates to the distriet con-
vention, Metre( tin them to vote for
Capt. Cincinnatus th. Bell, of this coun-
ty, to be the party's nominee to represent
Christian and Hopkius counties in the
the State Senate.
The district contention met at 1:30
o'clock, anti Hopkins county was repre-
sented by proxies which had all been sent
to C. M. Meacham, with instructions
that they be cast for Capt. C. D. Bell.
As both counties were for Cal t Bell
the work of the contention was short,
the Captain being unanimously cimeen.
He wa- theu notified of his nomination
and he appeared before the convention
and made an appropriate tiipeeeh
aCeepting the nomination and declaring
his ibteution of making an active C1111-
•
vase of the district from now until the
convention. '
The county convention decided not to
nominute anyone tan;lay to till the va-
cancy caused by the death of Mr. U M.
Brown, the Reproeeotative, but ad-
journed to meet again at 2 o'clock text
Thursday afternoon, at which time a
nomination will he made.
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Bethel College,
RUSSELL VILLE, KY.
.4ccessi1ily, Healthful, Xine Schools. Thorough
Instruction, Aro Saloons, Expenses Moderate.
For illustrated catalogue, address
W. S. Hyland. - President.
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Professiopal Cards.
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DISEASES OF MOINEN A SPECIALITY.
oFFICE Itaxeditle and Cooper Building.S to 1U; 2 to 4.
Telephone No. 132.
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr.
HUNTER WOOD & SON,
Attorneys-At-Law. ,
Office in Hopper Block, up stairs over
Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, - KENTUCKY.
JQH1 FELAND
.4ttornem - at - Law,
orsee Hooper Bloch, govern Planter•-tro. ii
SPECIAL TO NEW KEA) - - -
Harlan, Ky. Sept 26.-Wm. Short, II S
vili iet esemped jail here ill lhis9, has been 4 'euptured in Tennessee and _returned. r>7 1T a V- ,% 91'
-Short is charged with the murder of • •• .• /men
Harrison Marcum, the crime Mamie
been committed in !Xi.
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IT COMES BEFORE THE GATE OF
PEARL.
Hey. Hr. TAI Matt e. 5.1hievis Earthly
same,
Aiming the Greeks as Anthrax known to tame.
Gel sets it high up in Bible crysta'-
lography. He cuts it With A divine. chis-
el, shapes it with a precise geometry
and kindles its fire into an almost su-
pernatural lame of beauty. Its law of
symmetry, its haw of EMMA its law of
semetbing to excite the
amazement of the scientist, chime the
minces of the and arouse the adora-
tion if the Christian. No one but the
infinite God could fashion N carbnikle
as lar,ge as your thumb nail, and as if
to mate all 'sive appreciate this precious
atone he ordered it set in the first row
• of the high priest's breastplate in oldeu
time and higher up than the onyx-and
tfie emerald and the diamond, and in
Ezekiel'4 prupbecies co/lee:ming the
splendors of the Tyrian ccurt the car-
buncle id mentioned, the brilliancies of
the walls and cf the tesselated floors
suggested by the Bible sentence, "Thou
haat walkeeli up end down in the midst
of the atones of fire." But in may text
tjs no a solitary specimen that I band
, ;asitbe keeper of a museum might
take down fr• en the shelf a precious
atom, and allow you to examine it, nee
is it tlie panel of a door that you might
stand and stud; for its unique carvings
er bronzed traceries, but there is a Wholg
gate of it lifted before our admirini
and astoubded vision; ayes two gates of
It; eye,- many Rates 0 it,. "I will make
thy algae of carbuucles." What gates?
Gatee of tbe-church. Gates of anything
worth possessing. Gates of successful
enterprise. tiates of salvation. Gates of
natioua4warehievetnent. Isaiah, who
wrote -Ibis tExt, wrbte also all that
about Christ "aa the lam tyro the slaugh-
ter," and spoke of Christ as saying, "I
hove trod the wine press alone," and
w to, "Wlib ix this that cemeth from
with dyed garments from Boz-
rats?" And do you think that lesariti in
ray teat merely happened to represent
t view" as red gates, as carmine gates,
as gates 'of earbuuele? No. He means
that it is through atemment, through
blood red struggle, through agonies, we
get into anythinrwastb getting into.
Heaven's gates may well be made of
pearl, bright, pellucid, cheerful cry&
ta/lisation, because all the struggles are
over and there is benond those gates
nothing but raptures and cantatt and
triumphal procession and everlasting
. holiday and Lies of •Tentilni, anti so the
13 gates are 12 pearls and could be not h•
jog else than pearls. Hot Christ hoist-
ed tL9 gates cf ,paeclon in. Lis CA% /I
liked, and. the amass cf eight fingers
and two thumbs are on each gate, and
as be lifted the gate it leaned against
him forehead and took -frcua it a crimson
Impress, and all those gates are deeply
dyed, mad Isaiah was right when he
spoke of those gates as gates of carbun-
cle.
listillerlag -For Others.
Whai en odd thing it is, thinkeeme,
this ideaof vicarious suffering or suffer-
Mg for others. Not at all. The world
has man VlatS/04111 gaffer-tug millions of
times before Carist came and demon-
strated it on a wale that eclipsed all
that went before and all that shaft come
after. Rachel lived may long enough
after the birth cf ter son to give- him a
mime. In faint whisper she said, "Call
him Ben-ciii," which inceuis "son of
my pain," and all nee:dent travelers on
the read fsem Jerusalem to Bethel use
cover these heads and stand reverently
at the tonrb ofHaeliel who died fereber
boy. Etat in all apes bow many mothers
die for tbeie children, and in mamy
eases grown up children, wbo by recre-
ancy stab clear tloough the-mother's
heart. Suffering for others? Why, the
world is full ef it. -Jump!" said the
engineer to the fireman on the locomo-
nee. "One of us is enough to die.
Jump!" ./rnd so the engineer died at
bin post, trying to save the train. When
this summer the two trains crested into
each other near Atlantic City, arming
the 47 who lost tbeir lives the engineer
was found dead with cne hand on the
throtthe of the loconiotive amid the Other
on -the brake_ Aye, there are hundreds
here today suffering for"therte You
know soul Gni knows that it is vicari-
ous sacrifice. But on elle limestone hill
about twice the height of this church,
five minutes' wink from the gates of
Jerusalem, was the gubliruest case of
suffering for others that the wield ever
saw °a ever-sent see. Christ thervictim,
lumen and tatanic imilevolence the exe-
cutioner, the whole human race having
an ar.ww&itning interest in the specta-
cle. To open a way fcr us sinful men
and sinful women- ipto gioriona pardon
aneiebigh hgpe and eternal exaltation,
Chrikt, went hand dripping with the
rumbrof opened arterials, swung back the
gpte, and .betielell it is a red gate, a
te of tiEern mgate of casbuncle.
What is true iu spiritonls is frue in
temporal.. ;here are yeungaoen and
older tree who hope, through the right
tett-km.4ra of this acrid ceutroeerrey be-
tWeen silver and gold, er tLe bimetallic
quarrel, that it will beccrae easy to
make a living. 'Ilsat time-veill- never
come.' le-never has been cloy to make a
living. The men who have it very easy
pow went threueli harcheps and all
steuials to wtiich most yeung men would
never consent. they got it by in-,
aitanee you ournet rernflen 20 men
no have come to Li .t11:1.:d fortune
that did not fight near way inch by
ire It and intainst I -arfat erten that arain
anl again i ; 'For
sore seefl.reaeen et!" 4117...s ;erengtel it
for all the eel:turns that tie unly way
or meet people to get a iiteliierod for
themselves entl tle ir 'fAteiiit. 3 is with
both hands at.ti 'ell the elintl C•rees of'
truly, mind and ecnijo irt4I, 1 eels and
push teen the r. U girr, the of car-
buncle. FC4' the benefit ef all young
wen, if I had the nee', I werrld
the zell of these who overcame obstacle.
Sew many of the mighty men wro
Vent one way en Pennsylvania avenue
an1 aeeched the raired setae St mite or
enakfeel threther way on Pennsylvania
ounce' and reached the White Hoene
did not have to climb over political oblo-
quy? Not one. Bow much scorn and
snuff and brutal attack did Horace Muen
. endure between 'the time nava he first
began to fight for a betel!): common
wheel eystibm in hlassaeliusetts mei the
day when a statue iu Long,r of bimwas
placed on the steps at the 'gatehouse
ovrrlteking the COmntous?
Readothe biography of Robert Hall,
the Baptist pletaeffler, who, thc+ueli, he
bad' been pennounted a d'Nuee at school,
Itved to thrill the world e‘ith hie Chris-
tian eloquerfase. feed of George Peabody,
Who nevr owned a earritrap and denied
Itionneif all luxuries that he might
*hale living and after death, throng')
lain will and natant en t, areiete Lie un
wanted reillione to the edncatiotell the
poor pecple its England and Ail-erica,
and of Bishop Janes, who in boyhood
worked his passage _front Ireland to
America pnd became the joy of lletho-
diarn and a blessing to the race. Go to
the biographical alcove in city, state or
national Unary end find at IF•a.st every
ether took an illustration of everceine
obstacle unit of carmine gate that had to
be forced open.
Living Gates.
What is true of nolividuala is true of
afationa Was it a wild spring morning
when the pilgrim fathers tended cu
Plemenith rock and did they come in a
gilded yacht, gay stramere flying? No.
It was in cold December, and from a
'beg, 111 which one would not want to 411.tilt, T.kisda hrupsw
poss the Liadocu QV the Potteuac river.
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All of our Gi-Ants Tan Shoes
and Ladies Tan Shoes and
Oxfords
COST.
If 3 on want a pretty shoe, a
wearer, one to fit, the latest
toe, all sizes, any width last,
and if you want to save 81
to 81.50 a pair on them,
_ This is Your Opportunity!
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